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c«n*l4*r«»l* tonoft»   *»   *•*>•   HmÈmir*    *••   *•*•   «H»»  *-.**« rio»   t*   tfttf 

ro«p*ct.      •«•*•    •«•'•ntrm   f»   «#      •»    -• *    rT    t*rtn«   «»»•   lo*«   *••* 
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«liatlfigul oi-aki«   Tr^m   -»#       >-• r.  ,   •*    »t • *rt   Cjjt«,   t-^JLii       «*»!*»-»n. 
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IH matÊmm eu* •*•» ***»•# fia* pf**4He#t« «f ir*.|»ir.i origin, 
lUNMi 9*9   i*m*mmm»t  **§  f++>m  tie*   i«   II«»  *•** fej»«t«l  by   th* 
|MMt# »MM* it*»  Mi^>fii|ii  -f   \miev>w* ;*w-  ** "«*%t#t » •• |h#  result »f 
•Will*«» It *le*  <M»%#tie   .f •i**f»**rr*-; iiMM .»r putltr  h«elth  ai gulf teens«, 
ffc» «*t#t«f   »*»**?* t  «*• i««* t«t ««A    uff f*m»tfi#r«Mp  help  t« i hint» 
I« •a*ei»#ttt* t*-«irit»   i* «»iftiftiniii*  •lAiüMr»}« «f ».y* tene «IMI  the 
•et***"««*«  ,»r  «rti^iiMi« «fclAruwt ion      ¡riMl-i,«   tn i Uni   »«1er 

lie* • »*.,   ftor   i^» «astf** «ni   tí,» NwMiiìnif ,,|   »red  fiah.    Undoubtedly» 
,   %tmrm   te «tilt  •  r»<3uìre»ent   f»»r • Mjor «tuest lo nel   protra««« 

«il ».««elt in« hj#ìmm   in * nuafeer (1 :  devel*>pln« eowntriee.     The author 
h** «t*l4 r«»t>li«ritf«>« ff tao handling  sta««» in  the  separation of 
afe?**» fi***  lee pelar  t«>  rrwe§lng   in South Aaerlca and S.   E.  Aal« 
««•#«•1 t»«lju     In both   ina tancée,   the  catch had beer» carelli] ly handled 
me atea«*   in the veeael.     Ra»fc#ti> of ahrtap and  ice destined  for the 
pl«ltt   i«  ih*  rtr**i country »ere elaply   iamereed   in the poluted water 
*f Ine 4<.»ehside unttl   the   ice had  ne lied.     In the secund,   ice and shriap 
eae   taken  t*> an ultra-»Odern plant   and   then  left   in  the sun for the ice 
to Milt!     fitMn aeeond»,   the shrimp could  not be seen for  flies. 

I Ho not   propose  u»   introduce  into   this paper the  use of additives 
to   lee.     In  the   past,   aubatancea  such   aa  nitrite have  been  advocated 

lt  «ore lettrrly, antibtot lea such as   the  tetracyclines.     Regulatory 
«eailtlona  »try  fro» country  to country.     Advantages   in keeping quality 
fro«  the  uae  of  the  "safer"  compounds are >>ften marginal.     Tarr*     ' 
IMS reviewed   this  field  and  ther»   is  an expensive  literature.   eg*  11»12»1*' 

t*3 fiheJMM.flV* refrigerated sea, water( 1^1^i6^ 

Refrigerated   sea  water minimizes deve lopmentof spoilage caused by 
eut   lytic   and bacterial   activities   in much  the same way as  ice.    The 
ve« of  aea eater does  present   its  own  problems,   however.     Problems of 
••It  penetration and  water  logging can arise.    Potentially hazardous 
anaerobic  conditions  must be avoided.     While refrigerated  sea water 
oen be  used,  particularly on fatty apéeles,   for longer-term storage, 
It« great  advantage over  ice  iti  for shorter term chill storage when the 
difficulties     are minimal.     Near water fisheries,  producing material 
for freezing  ashore and, perhaps more   importantly,    freezer trawler 
operations, come to mind  particularly.     In the latter,   early chilling and 
bleeding are necessary  prerequisites  for the production of high  quality 
froeen  fi ah. 

While  there  is, to date, only a  limited  evidence on the factors 
that eontrol,   for  instance,  salt penetration into muscles of tropical 
and aub-tropical species,  it would appear from work on others that this 
la unlikely to occur significantly until  the muscle is well  into 

i 
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rigor mortis.    Work is required  as a matter of some urgency on species 

other than the tunas (already covered)   since patterns of operation 

which allow fish to be handled  into chill conditions rapidly have 

obvious  advantages in maintaining quality (other than'boId-shock rigor" 

effects).     Studies on the optimal   conditions  for handling  tropical 

fish    would be of particular value  to developing countries contemplating 

(or engaged  in)   freezing operations aimed at   the export   Industry. 

These should be conjoint biochemical/engineering exercises  tailored 

to  the particular problems of individual  tropical marine  and  lake fisher- 

ies.    The bases of such a pattern of operation have been worked  out 

by Polish, Canadian,  British and Russian fishery  technologists  over th« 

last few years^     .    With particular respect  to the  salt  penetration 

problem,   it  appears  that  lowered  temperature controls the onset  of 

reactions reducing high energy phosphate content  in the muscle  and these 

in turn control the rate of entry of salt. 

2.6 Super chilling 

There have been various approaches to  the super-chilling of fish,   '  "' 

in which  flesh  temperatures have commonly been reduced to -1 C  to -3 C, 

One of the earlier procedures  involved  the hermetic  sealing of whole 

fish  in galvanized  iron boxes which were then cooled  in a continuous 

stream of brine maintained  at -2°  to -3°C.  More recently, fish have been 

stored  in  ice   initislly and the  temperature has been reduced  subsequently. 

At -3°  the fish  tends  to  harden but above this  it may be   soft 

(depending on time/temperature).    The concensus of opinion appears to 

be that  temperatures of the order of -2    can give a considerable 

extension of keeping  time over a  fish  maintained at 0    in i ce  and 

that       fish so prepared may be  suitable for smoking.    The  economics  of 

such      preservation are debatable and  present evidence would appear to 

indicate  that any advantage  in tii e  introduction of  such  operations 

into developing countries   is likely to be marginal. 

3.     FREEZING.  COID  STORAGE    AND    THAWING 

3f1 Factors  in choice of freezing at aea or ashore 

In a discussion of fish  freezing,   two basic situations have to 

be considered.    The operation can be carried out entirely at sea or 

the  fish can be brought  ashore for  freezing.     Probably, the second of 

these situations is of greater interest  to developing countries 

currently, but where  such an operati o , has developed  in the past,   it 

has been found not  infrequently  that  the near-water fishery ceases to 

produce  sufficient material to support  the plant within a few years. 

The company  is then faced with the prospects of either eliminating or 

reducing operations - or freezing at  sea, possibly with a view to 
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secondary processing (see below).    Consequently, the forward planning 
of an off-shore (as distinct from inland water)  fishery in developing 
countries should take  into  account   the biologists*   forecasts  of 
potential production.     The possible necessity   for a first  stage   in 
which the chilled fish   is  brought  ashore  for processing;  or freezing 
whole should be considered,   together with a second  stage in which 
freezer vessels bring back whole fish  for thawing,  reprocessing  and 
probably re-freezing ashore.    A third  stage,in which the vessels 
undertake complete factory operations  at  sea, may  also be contemplated. 
Probably,   it  is unlikely that  any country would wish   to undertake  the 
last stage without, prior experience  in depth.    Where  such an operation 
has been mounted  from developing countries,   this has usually been 
carried out by vessels  from developed countries with   the port  providing 
backing-up facilities.     Indeed,  even  the first  stage has often been 
a conjoint exercise  in practice between a fleet of catchers from 
developed countries coordinating with  a shore based  factory facility 
in the developing country. 

Heenv     '  has recently discussed specific problems and teehno-economic 
considerations   in shore based fishing  industry and  he has made  some 
interesting comparisons with   the development   in recent years of freezing 
at sea.    Undoubtedly,   in developed countries, the proportion of fish 
frozen ashore  is  likely  to continue   to decrease and,as  indicated  above, 
it may well be  that  similar developments will  be the pattern in the 
underdeveloped countries. 

Heen observes that  it  is generally  accepted that  fat fish  tend  to 
lend themselves better  to freezing    and   thawing than lean fish; and 
that  it is very  important  to understand  the peculiarities of the raw 
material when considering  the best way  to convert   it  into useful 
products.     Some of the physiological  considerations have already 
been Introduced  into  this paper  in  the context of chilling and  it 
has been pointed out  that  the  interdisciplinary approaches to fish 
preservation are the key to  successful preservation.     In his 
considerations on the  basis  of land based industry,  Heen stresses  the need 
for continuity of supply-and.by  implication, the necessity of combining 
the first  two stages  referred to  above  in what  the  author takes  to be 
the current Norwegian situation.     This  requirement  for continuity 
is stressed particularly  in relation to  the labour situation.     Quite 
possibly for some time  to come  in some developing countries, a "casual*' 
labour force will remain a practicable  proposition  for operation. 
Certainly, competition for labour between the  fishing industry and others 
often appears to be less  intense than in most developed countries 
currently.    This, of course,   is  relevant  to the cost/benefit analysis 
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of any pittern of operations that an applied researcher may suggest« 

3.2 Quality as  improved by freezing and cold storage 

A common comment of reviewers  is  that   the cold  storage of fish 

cannot   improve  the quality of material   frozen and placed   in store 

from a condition that was  unsatisfactory  prior to  freezing.    Certainly 

with respect   to off-flavour and  odour resulting  from microbial 

deterioration  in the wet  c  nd it ieri,   this   is  substantially a fair 

observation.     However,   recent   improvements  in our understanding of 

the factors   that can affect  the  texture,   particularly,   in frozen fish 

lead  one  to  the conclusion that   the statement   is not   invariably 

correct.   '       This   is particularly the case of material   iTozen  in a 

pre-rigor  condition, which  is  subject to  thaw-rigor effects  at 

defrosting.     Such effects for  instance, can lead  to gross di stortion 

of very poor  texture and considerable weight  losses,   and  can be 

controlled quite effectively by  a short period of cold  storage under 

what would  commonly be considered  to be  rather poor conditions.     At 

temperatures  of the  order of -5^ to -10 C  the metabolic  actions  that would 

cause contraction <-t thawing,  or cooking from the frozen  state,  proceed 

quite rapidly while the  tissue   is held rigid by ice and  the energy 

is presumably dissipated  as heat. 

Recently,   in our laboratory we have been examining the possibilities 

of eliminating  an off-flavour found  in freshly caught Tilapia  from a 

number of tropical  fresh water  situations.    This  is variously     ascribed 

as "muddy"   or "manurial"   according to  intensity and  appears to derive 
(21 ) from the presence of an unidentified thio-ether;     '    We have succeeded 

in removing  this by  leaching from wet  fillets but,   rather more 

interestingly,  we have also had  some success  in eliminating the 

compound by manipulating an enzyme system innately present  in the tissme, 

at sub-zero  temperatures. 

In our  experience,  also,   the  acceptability of some ver;v   soft fish 

such as sub-tropical Meluclus   spp.  can be  improved by a period of 

storage at  temperatures somewhat  above those  that would commonly be 
( 1 ) considered  to  be desirable;   ' Under these conditions,   the flesh 

undergoes a» certain degree of cold storage denaturation (see below) 

and  toughens    without  incurring too high a penalty  in  terms of "drip" loss 

during thawing. 

Having noted this,   it  must be recognised that  a considerable 

body of information has accumulated over the years,  particularly on 

temperate water fish but probably of a quite wide applicability, on 

the freezing and cold storage of fish ashore and on time/temperature. 
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quality lose.    Whll« reeogniBinn the necessity for an intelligent 
flexibility  in his approach to   the unknown probi«, of frees ing, 
handling arid  process In«  unfamiliar species   in deve lopin« countries, 
the applied  scientist must   take due account   of these «oundiy bisad 
general   principles:0***  21»22) 

3.3, Considerations of freezing techniqu. 

It   is not my  intention to  attempt   to discuss  the physical 
considerations   in the  freezing and  storage process.     The.« h.ve been 
very well debated  in recent years  and  excellent discussions of the 
basic  prinoiples have been presented  in publications «laed at the 
scientist and   industry right down to factory  forman  leveli2*4»2^ 
While  it   is no  longer considered   that extensive damage can derive 
from the  growth of  ice crystals   intracellular^, it   is agreed generally 
that  the growth of large  Ice crystals during  slow   freezing operations 
is  undesirable and that  the fish   should pass   through   the  thermal  srrest 
as  quickly as   is  possible  within   the  framework  of  economic  operation. 
Various  maximum  times  have been debated  for a  passage  through   the arrest 
down to  -5°c.     Por  instance,   in "quick freezing"   as  defined   in  the 
U.K.   no  part   of the  fish  or  packet of  fish  takes   longer  than 2  hours 
to cool  from 32 P.   to  23 P.   ensuring an adequate margin of safety; 
in practice,  differences  in acceptability (as  measured by texture 
scores on  the  thawed  cooked  material)   are usually  not detectable 
until  the  time taken  to cool  the centre down from   32-23°F  exceeds 
something of the order of h hoursí25' 

3.4    Whole fish versus fillet  freezing^1>23,26,27) 

We have discucsed  above the  prehandling of fish and  its storage 
prior to  freezing in the context  of quality; and,  briefly, the mlniaum 
requirements of  equipment  to freeze fish.    We must  now consider the 
form in which  the fish  is  frozen,   and   the conditions  of   storage. 

Notwithstanding the desirability  of gutting,   it has been seen 
above that some communities  accept only  intact  fish.     Whole  fish or 
gutted but unfilleted fish are frequently frozen also  for other end-uses. 
Por  instance,  they may be used  to  even out the market  fluctuations  in 
wet  fish supply and used  in the  thawed condition for reprocessing 
such  as  smoking-or sold  as  steaks  or fillets after  thawing; 
alternatively  the gutted, but whole-frozen material  may be 3old direct 
to  the housewife.    There  is  a growing world  market   in frozen fillets. 

These may be packed either discretely or as blocks,  possibly interleaved 
with film.    Steaks are also  frozen individually. 
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}-*%    The uae of "dipt1 ,(1,28,29) 

Unlike the situation in whole-fish fretilng, there are possibilities 
of manipulating fillets prior to freezing so that a texturally improved 
can be produced at  thawing.    Al BO,   there are possibilities for the use 
of additives that  limit  deteriorative change  in the  frozen state or 
improve flavour.     Particular  reference,   perhaps,  may be made to the 
increasing use of brining and  polyphosphate treatments as aids  to  the 
improvements of yield  and  quality.     Effects on yield  are  particularly 
relevant  to the high priced fishery commodities such  as shell fish. 
They are  of considerable current   interest   in the en text of developing 
tropical   fisheries  since studies on the manipulation of water- 
binding properties of warm water species  are very  scarce.     In 
relation to  the tropical  environment, with  inherently higher microbial 
contamination risks  than  those occurring  in most  temperate climate 
plants,  attention should be drawn to  the   inherent risks  of pathogen 
contamination attending the use of dipping procedures for fishery 

products,  and  the necessity  for adequate control. 

In some situations   there ma*  be advantages  in comminuting fillets 

prior  to freezingi30'30    Certain Japanese trawlers carry  out this 
operation at  sea and minces  are also frozen ashore  for use  in fish 
sausage preparation.    With  such materials .the possibilities for 
exploitation with  additiv,-,  are  enhanced considerably.    Clearly,   they 
have   implications   in the  technology of developing fisheries. 
por   instance they may provide new b  ses for the production of 
fermentated fish products or even out the supply position for 

traditional  industries   in S.E. Asia. 

%6    Mpthoda of freezlI>g (20   23    32) 

Three basic methods for freezing fish were available.     ' 
Refrigerated metal P,ates may be placed  in contact with the fish; 
a continuous stream of air may be blown over  the product,   or the fish 

may be  immersed  in a  low  temperature liquid. 

Fairly high  air speeds  are necessary  to avoid  excessively  low 
temperatures of operation if air blast  freezers arc    to produce a 
successful product.     Such freezers are  of two  types,  operating either 
on a continuous or batchwise basis.    Continuous operation normally 
employs a standardized  process on a product of constant  freezing time. 
Batchwise systems  tend  to be more  flexible but may be less economic 
for  many purposes.     A variety of cross-flow and series-flow blast 

freezers has been described. 

In plate freezers, fish are  frozen between pairs of refrigerated 
metal plates.    Usually  these are spaced horizontally in shore-based 
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equipment.    The platea are movable to achieve the closest possible 

contact with the fish and care is taken to maximize contact by design 

features  in the packaging on the one hand and adequate defrosting to 

tï^useîi^sea.^ °f  n°dUleS on ?lilte8   on  the other.     Verticil   plates 

The third type of freezing is  immersion in liquid such  as refriger- 

ated brine or some   inert    low temperature  substance.     Brine has been 

uaed extensively  in the  tuna  industry with great success over  the 

years.    Operations of  this  type are conducted predominantly at  sea. 

JLhZ—Freezing at sea and  ashore:    current developments ^1>  ^2) 

Freezing at sea presents problems  that do not occur  in operations 

ashore.    These result   largely from limitations of factory trawler opera- 

tions,   in terms of space and the times  available for unit handling 

operations, with their attendant pressures on crews.    Essentially,   the 

problem revolves on the balances between freezing rates,  stowing rates 

for the frozen material and the biochemical demands on fish as a 

raw material for freezing.     Such concepts  were given little attention 

until considerable difficulties arose during the last decade  in  the 

sale of sea frozen fish   in competition with   the wet fish.     Basically, 

the problems have been   the  avoidance of discolouration and  textural 

deterioration - the latter   in combination with severe drip  losses  either 

prior to  freezing or at   thawing.    Bacteriological considerations have 
proved to be relatively unimportant. 

The housewife in an  importing developed country tends  to look for 

a white,  translucent,   glossy fillet of good odour,   if she is buying a 

wet fillet prepared  from   thawed material.    The re-proceBsor,  on the 

other hand, looks for high yield from frozen material,  freedom from 

textural  and flavour quality difficulties and good processing character 

generally.    We have seen  from an earlier section that 

flavour change is reduced by chilling;     and also that  textural change 

associated  with accelerated  rigor conditions of some types can be 

reduced similarly.    Also,   effective bleeding,  which  is necessary 

to produce a fillet of good colour can also be encouraged by chilling 

although the optimum temperature is debatable;    *   1'   ^'      Consequently, 

the aim on modern factory vessels  is  to chill and gut  fish as  rapidly 

as possible and to control  the development of rigor carefully  in  the 

context of the subsequ-înt  freezing operation and any prior processing 

such as mechanical filleting.    In practice,   the optimal   time  scales 

will depend in large measure on the nature of the species,   its 

nutritional status on a  particular fishing ground at the time of the 

year (very considerable    seasonal variations) and the catching rate. 
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The simplest  situation  is encountered  in the freezing of whole 
fish;1'       '   If an acceptable bleeding regime has been emoloyed  at  low- 
temperature,   it does  not matter much    whether  the  fish  is  frozen before, 
durinf   or after rigor provided   tnat   this   infermati on  is   available  to  a 
compete/it  plant  manager when   the  ,.iatcrial   is   landed.     In  fillet 
freezing however,   the  ¡situation  is  very  much  moî^e complex,   particularly 
if the  aim   is   to   prepare material   for direct  ¡jale  to consumere   ratuer 
than for  inclusion  in fillet  blocks  destined   for  the  production of thawed 
fillet  portions,   precooked-  or  precooked   fish finders. 

The efficiency  of filleting  some  „pecies  mechanically  while  In rigor 
is  a matter  for  some dispute.     Consequently,   for  safety,   the  fillets 
must be  frozen  either- before  or after  the development  of  rigor.     Consider- 
ations of timing  and  space conservation are  indicative of  a  pre-rigor 
filleting opt ratioo     at  higher catching  rates.    The  necessity   for  adequate 
bleeding  is counter-indicative  so   that,   in practice,   a  nice balance 
has  to be drawn by   the factory   manager.     Furthermore,   the  fish  has  to 
be well  chilled  since  pre-rigor  fillets  are  very susceptible  to 

contraction prior  to  freezing. 

The desirability of ore-riror fillet  freezing on economic grounds 
on the vessel,   n.-;icev3   tne closest  collaboration with plant  end cold 
store managers  ashore     a matter of  paramount  consideration,   silice 
the  mishandling of   this  material  prior   t)   thawing can  lead  to 
disastrous    yield   losses  if tne material   is allowed  to contract 
uncontrolled.     Since  rigor   is   itself de perdent on  the physiological 
condition of  the  fish  at  the   time  oí1 death,   it  can be  seen  that 
fillet  freezin,    at  sea,   if it   is   to  be  successful,must be a highly 
sophisticated   interdisciplinary      exercise  involving the  collaboration 
of the biologist,   the Captain of the vessel or his Pishing Master 
(who  effectively  control   the catenina  rate and  the handling of the 
gear)   the Factory   Manager on  the  vessel   and  the Store  and  Processing 
Managers ashore.     Unfortunately,   this desirable state r *" affairs  is 
not  achieved   invariably  even   in   interrateti  fishing companies   in 
developed countries.     It  is  to be  hoped  that        developing countries 

will   learn  from   the mistakes of others. 

Ranken^23)   has  recently  evaluated modern techniques  and equipment 
for freezing whole fish at sea from  the designer-engineer's standpoint, 

taking  into  consideration biochemical   perameters.     He makes  the 
point  that vertical   integration of catching, snore processing and 
dlBt-ibutior.       within      the  industry has not  proceeded  far enough in 
some countries  so  that  even whole  fish   freezing at  sea  is  not always 
done  in the way   best  suited  to  the market,  although  it may be the 
most econo-icable  purely from the owner's point of view.     He points out 
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•easel,  port and shore processing  facilities, distribution n»«»thod. 
and consumer  preferences.    Ranken^   relates  the basic  wlli0,i, of 
freezing   (air blast,   c.ntact,  vertical  : late  frying  at  0<5B  and 

immersion)to  the  type of vessel and  the fishery as  . whole.     m 
practice,   .re-chilling,as  it  is developed  un vesaeis,has been almout 
exclusively  through  the medium of refrigerated sea water.     Systems 
of chilling   tanks  have  been  integrated  with   the various  manual   and 
mechanical  lines  operating in different  vessels for head in,,washing and 
gutting.     After  preparation and bleeding,   the  fish  ar<    -eld  Chilled  as 
necessary to fit   in with the freezer cycle as   indicated  above. 

Commercially a wide range of vessels is  currently  freezing a 
range of packs from a consumer .ize fillets,   the urn blocks of mince or 
fillets  for  industrial   processing  ashore,   to  large  blocks  of whole 
fish of the order of 50  kilos. 

Moal  and Gousset(3¿j)   have described  the development  of freezing 
at sea and  ashore   in  the context   to  the consumption  of  frozen  fish  in 
tropical '.Vest  Africa.     They  point  out   that   the  systematic  "working"   of 
fishing grounds off W.   Africa has   Largely been the result  of non- 
African developments.     They calculate   that  a  consumption of frozen 
fish in W.  Africa will   increase to  something of the order of 10,000 
tons  in 19/0 but  that a key factor  in consumption will be  an  improvement 
in quality and  price.     Efforts will be directed  locally  to  encouraging 
shipboard  freezing  in brine   of     all  species  suitable  for processing, 
whereas  other fish will  be plate-frozen. 

Karnicki  and Kordyl*35'  have described  the developments   in 
Polish tropical fishing  since  1%3  and   the methods  that   the Polish 
fleet have developed  to  combat  the  particular difficulties of 
operating in V/.  African waters with  an ambient deck  temperature of 
about 30 C.     In addition to  the use of the pre-chilling  in refrigerated 
sea water tanks,   these workers refer to the use of flake   ice for 
handling larger fish  and  stress the  necessity  to control  rigor 
and autolytlc  activity generally  in  the  flesh.     Reference  is  also 
made,   in agreement  with other workers  (cf.  Jones*1)} 
to the necessity  for control of catching rates. 

3.8    Cold storage*22'   36'  37) 

In its original conception,cold  storage was used as an adjunct 
to freezing  in suppressing the developments of the spoilage microflora. 
It was found  quite quickly, however,   that cold storage,in turn, 
presented special problems inherent  in this form of preservation ;and a 
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industries operating  stores  economic : ly  at  M»»rrr   «r^rnn«r«.     â 

major difficulty   in  et ore»   U  dehydrat l„n.   rfferttvr»>   fr*«*« 4rylmi, 

leading  to "freezer burn".     Movement  of  ihr  „ir  «U f.ir   * r  »t<»rs 

accelerates  such  a   transfer.     Pian   la   frequently  «Vi .sed"   »•*»!«  4 

ration.    Good  cold   store design arri     ra« tier  reduce   the   testers tors 

between  the  refrigerated   pipes  and   fiai,  and  restrict   the »»vearnt  of 

air.    The heat   leak   into   the  stores   Is   « critical   fetor.     I.portant 

variables are   the  size  of  the  store  and   the  nature  and   thickness  of  Ih» 

insulation.     Small   stores may  economica  ly be  of  "jncketsd"  disigli 

although the author understands  that   there an   many difficulties   In 

putting   theory  into   practice   in t h i a  field. 

The keeping quality of fish   in cold store varies very cunaidersblf 

accordine to  species and much wo rk  has been carried  out on     tse/ 
temperature  tolerances  of economically   important   apéeles.     The major 

problems that  can  arise  tend   to  centre  around   the stability  of 

lipids   in fatty  species and   the   stability of protein  more generally. 

Additionally,   gestions  of autolytic  degradation  relating  to  the 
flavour deterioration and  textural  quality  loss   in other   senses^msy 

also be of concern(39)   together  with  carbony 1-amino   reactions. 

Deteriorative reactions,   in general,  are temperature-dependent.    A. 

indicated above,   their  limitation  in store has to be considered 

against the general  background of  the economics of cold store operatic*. 
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In raeant yesrs»  ther« have been considerable deve)op»ents in 

th« wee of liquid nitf*a§«n •• a réfrigèrent both for the freezing 

proeMs end  for flt«inieinin*i  low  temp era tures during subsequent cold 

•toraf« mnû  transport,    Thore has beers some  commercial   involvement and 

further development«  are awaited  with  interest.    Whether sufficiently 

I«rf«  ««polii?» of   liquid gas   »re   liiely  to  be available  in   the 

developing count rie«   in the  reasonable   future appears  to be  an open 

>tueetian  at  the «osent.    However,   it   is  interesting   to n te that  earlier 

4 Iffi --viti««  in erntrnllinr  rates  or freezing to  avoid  cracking  the 

tiuu« end  «ubsequerti distruption on thawing appear  to have been 

•urttount«4  and   that  Breyer,  Wagner and Sel ibeY Have  recently presented 

a -..Ian for th« processing and  cryogenic  freezing of  fish  fillets on a 

«other «hip.    The  liquid nitrogen  for the operation would be 

fener«t«4  «board »hip  and  it   i» auggested   that the method might be 

»pee tally  «utt«bl*  for  the developing nation« since   it propoees 

utilisation of «statin? »«ail   fiahinj.  veaeels and  provides  flexibility 

of operat ton without   • igt capital   •••>at«.     The factory  ship  itself 

soeid  not   b» « Mjfh  apead vasset   but  r&thrr a mobile  fisi,  processing 

plant,    Th« ¡--»««Ifelltty   «f   incorporâtIng «   total   energy  power plant 

•fata*   la <!iaeuaa*d   In  tn#  plan   to*ten.rr  mitt   a tentative évaluation 

of the eeaavali'a  of  i^f. *  ; 'ant   • •   • capacity of  '¿l:   ton« per day 

of frotan fillet,     hr«y»T at  «UV<<0)   -«Ä#«t«  th#  particular      applicstloa 

#f  «fMttvtdusUy   •jut«?*   rr^ten  fi:irt»  t<>  u.«  «»port   «erket.    They point 

ani  ai»«*   tr.îit   *'® by ~pr »fu«* t »  »f   it it  ? m§<m  fillet   blocks»   fiat»  seal, 

or fiai   ^r 'ttsn ••   w   * *«•!•  «r» lim produet« for escort  --r doaastic 

cunauai't i«n. 

lati   ììmlm _ — _ 
Ear i irr-   ;     »Ma  m'i*.   tf.e jueat imm *»f uaeins;,   ppo^aealüf sat 

rerraaa.fAa-  •••   .'itr«du««d.     Tf la   U   <r »ftl^lir  •• -«ram  t«   th» 

expie -la» '.-••      r   fr*«««r  tr*«l«r*.b   •*   fra«»tu*  •*•   l»   ?'•**   •*   ••e. 

flit  probi***   '•"  »       at.   *r!**.    ir   •**•**     f   a**-   :••-,»*»• i •»-.,     ff   fi 

iava logeant,   •«•*••.*»•.   urr:   •,:•:•«   *•-"   #i»**   •-**e«     **•>•••*   mi 

elsajatiara.     At   t-u   i».ut   :   • u>'   »*r*ij   » • •• "•*  m* > *m* i *>.   •- r  ti a 
,   i*» t' 

working  -»art >  *->  •»•«" «•»«•*•   •«•'-     »§»**f   *f »w:«-'««  •***  '5*l*1 "'* 
'Coaaercial  sapfcta   • f  N^r.»-«»!^  «n»t   *--«••••   ««#    -f   ••«  *r*>»aft ftab. 

Of particular  interrai   in iMa  .-   f»t«i*   i»   • » * •*  laHtra'h*  «-lean, 

in evaluating  t/u- sverai!   situati  u,   •-    the   iu««t i •#»   -f   tnsetng. 

While   in many  saaller  acale  oprratlon«   th«t   «m»  e*»« «nv t 

(particularly  in tropical  situation»)   ihsalnf ssy  i«i»«   little 

difficulty,  the  opt Itesi usage    of froren fish *buff#r**  «tores   to • 

processing industry or 'short'   wet market« can involve deeamtt  far 

very rapid thawing.    Very little  inforaatlon i« avauebls «n  the 
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behaviour of tropical  species  other than the tunas and ^ecies of 

the N.W./S.W.  African fisheries.     One would expect  that,  in renerai, 

tropical  and  sub-tropical  species should  stand up to   thermal shock  ' 

bett-.    than  the cold  water  species reported upon  to date.     Merritt(Ul> 

has reviewed  the various methods of thawing currently available, 

classifying  them broadly  into   those depending on heat  conduction 

through the  thawing material  and others.     Methods of most current 

interest  art   thawins by air blast,  water,   heated  niâtes,dielectric 

treatment  and  electrical  resistance.     Other methods  such as   infra red 

and microwave heating are considered  to be of no value for large 
scale operations. 

While natural  c nvection in air at ambient  temperature may 

be all that  is required  in many tropical plants,   increase in air 

velocity  reduces  thawing  times  and the economics of operation may well 

in practice demand  further  increases   in temperature and humidification. 

However,  modern air blast  thawers  in use  for cold water species  such as 

cod commonly use recirculation of humid  air at  temperatures  as  low as 

20 C;  and  there are   indications  that  this  is the maximum temperature 

that can be employed  with  safety.     Obviously  there  is  a potential 

field  for  study here with tropical  species  of greater muscle  stability. 

Indeed,   the whole basis of economic consideration s  in  the tropical 

aituation are  likely   to be different when heating costs differentially 

are «alculated.     Continuous  air blast   thawers of  two   ty; cs  - crous-flow 

and  parallel   flow   -   are  in  use  and   it  may  be  of   interest  tnat   the 

forry  kiln,   commonly   used   for  fish  smoking   (see  below)   is  also  adaptable 
for employment  as a bate»,   thawer. 

Another approach  to thawing   Is by  immersion  in  (or spraying with) 

•atai». In his discussion of physical  co n« id era t ions,  lierritt 

«•Haider«   that   leap? m tu rea  should  int  exceed  l'i°C.     However,   as   in 

the eaa» of « ir  thawing,   water  temperatures c m. iderab ly  in exceau 

§# tilia «W C"tmr,nìy ava lsiMr without incidental hr»»t. in* coats in the 

tpftflea» mnê thin, topet» er with the lUely greater »nihility of mmi 

•f  the  apaclr«   uf   intereat,   i «ad»     o   -juite   «   »if'ferent   aituation. 

GeajSu«? t i'tft   thawing,   whether  b,   air or   water   «t   '-itfh   ' mmi>mrm t ,jr*'ö 

«VW too« i >   rr«|viirwa   •   »trlet   bacteriological   c   ntrt't,      Tr.ia   i e 

fWjft tartari;   ihr   cmnm  »if.   water   thaal.t*,   a M   -..er«-    teatri,   it   smut   ht 

yet At ad    -ut    lF>a?    Ih*    «Hu«', lot«    la   »or)    ttffer*at    fr 

I«  § go.14   «iitrf   »l^r»->f i of» > it » r lm$ 

timi  mppIjf inn 

m HI -   j a r i m  v »*• -• f «*«• « * 'w 

¡metaling. 
TH*m\tm   >„t.immw$-i   h«ata»l   -t>l*t*a  prewar» la  ti*>m*     t   Ihm  .} i ff tati 11 l*e 

»lit» water» I »it «tait  lf*el eau aawaeipeajjr  the  iw «ut i«ua ite a uf «atar 

ihawüía tMhiNwi,    Qmm*mh$» -mm U«jvft*  ta eUe*»Ut«i tore*** a *!••* 
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similar in many ways to a plate freezer.    It would appear likely 

that  the  incidental  expense of the equipment   in the tropical  situation 

may  well  not be  justified by comparison with  simple air blast 

facilities.    Such arguments  are likely  to apply  even more  in the 

case of dielectric  thaws   and  electrical resistance  thaws. 

It  may be  of interest   to  note  the  comparative  cost of thaivers   rated 

at1t/h.   for use  in temperate regions.    Air blast   thawers  are quoted 

by  r.erritt^1^   in the  region of #UD,000 - ¿60,000,  with  ;nore than half 

the  cost   for conveyers;     spray  thawers  at #51,000;     plate   thawers 

#30,00);     and  dielectric   and  electrical   resistance  tnawers #72,000. 

The  batch Torry-t.pe  thawer has been  installed  as  several  units  at   an 

initial  cost of roughly #13,000.     It would  appear   that with the 

considerably reduced  heating costs consequent  u; on t he high ambient 

temperatures v. ì comonly  foond  in developing countries, some  type of 

air blast  thaw,   possibly  adaptable to  smoking opera tings along the 

lines  of the Torry kiln,is  likely  to be the method of choice  in 

developing countries.     Should  their  fisheries develop along similar 

lines  to   those  elsewhere,   critical   evaluations  of  potential muscle 

stability  and  bacteriological   problems  would  be worthwhile beforehand. 

(1) 
3.11    The Scientist  as a "troublsshooter"   in freezing opérations;— 

From  tre  foregoing  sections,   it   will  be  apparent   that  a  range  of 

disciplines  r.nrx e  ntriou  e   to s-  lutions  of   the   economic,   operational 

and  marketing  pobleos   that  ari:;e fron time  t-;  time   in  the freezing 

industry.     The  bacteriologist,   clearly,   is   "f  va Lie   in   identifying 

and   eliminating  points   M   c- n* aainat ion that   can  ; resent   s  public 

health hazard.     The   -hyaicist  »nd  engineer can   fruitfully  collaborât« 

in  the   solution of design   ..rnblems.     Both  muât   ensuit   with   the 

baeteriolog ist   and  bischerumi   n; en  ü *:h    roble»»   impinge   (aa   Inevitably) 

•.n*»v »waO   on  quality   en   Herat Msns,     -^waver.   it   la  perhaps  the 

biochemist   and  cheai.it   who  e*n contribute  scat   to   the   solution of  th* 

general   run of consumer  ace«pta<-illt>   problema   that  an««   in practica 

èuri ng d ay  t ••  day operi t i o na. 

If «e cuna We"  ih«     r»b«bU e-ira« c»f ¿ev«l<>paent  »f  fi sharia» 

in   the   tropic»,   it   w'uM   *n-rar   fa     tilt   ?'r   alleai   , rob lea*  of 

anvi". -larnt   ••>   )*a4   *•    « -•#••*.«»    liferent   »*• JuM»   a   «oie» Igt» 

r«q.. trasenta   ttv  auch   e*|ui   •*«.t   •.«   vaeera   an'   ••••r«,   beale   an« ln**rl«t 

eoajidint l m  «e*  '*>'   ***   usatali.t   innhrni   fr .  t^e*   that   ha»« 

• Wltee   if»     th*r  ft.».»riM.     The  aaj-r   ilHi^:« Ira   t».at   are   ti.ely   t« 

«risa  tu i-rev'i.-e.   »*•  »'*  «»••»•     r -»!•»»•••*•«  •  l*   ,!•,,  **Pi»*>  ôf 

apéele«   ••«e«   ih *-u«*ere lai   fUheM«   elte«*«ret   ara   it*elf   tt» 

art.»  IR  «ha  *«»ta*l   «*f   »   •  •«•* ".•!   :»«*!•»•  iif  f***»>«f •** «lilt««! 
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on species not hitherto preserved by freezing. 

Having noted this  it  should be r ecogniaed  that certain general 
principles have emerged,  particularly in the last decade and that 
these are of potential value to   freezing operations already 
in production  in developing countries and  in  the avoidance of 
difficulty  in new projects. 

I have not discussed   in this  paper the accumulated knowledge of 
factors determining a  flavourous  quality of  fish in the wider sense; 
but  two reviews  on the  flavour chemistry of fish have appeared from 
my  laboratory   in recent  yearvlticr it  is clear  that, where atypical 
flavours  for the species  result  from contamination of the flesh 
on particular fishing grounds,   leaching techniques,  or the use 
of flavour additi/es  (such  as monosodium glutamate and 5*ribomononucleo- 
tide mixtures) may often be of value on limiting or eliminating the 
difficulty without resort  to changing the grounds. 

Burning cfter-tastes  and rancidity not  uncommonly accompany 
poor storage conditions.     The position may be  aggravated by inefficient 
bleeding,   and hence haem catalyses of lipid  oxidation;    or partial 
deterioration of  fish with  attendant  lipid  degradation prior to 
freealng.     The  use of anti-ox id ants,   improved glazing or packing 
technique»,   improved bleeding (with rapid  gutting and  chilling)  or 
•ore rapid  operation  prior  to  freezing may be   indicated,   together, 
of course,   with   improvement  of general  cold   storage technique. 

Losses  of  sweet,   meaty  characteristic   flavour and an  increase 
111 bitterness are  the   reault  of  autoiytic deterioration of  the flesh 
either prior  to,  during or after  freezing.     The  identification  of  the 
point  of autolysis   leads  to   t he  production if  fish with  the desirable 
attributes <>f  »ea-fresh  »aterlal.     Again, the use of monosodium 
fi ut aits te/')' prise ribosononuoleot ide additives   la a useful  palliative. 

Aalne-lUe  or asatonìacal  off-flavours  can  result   fro» a nuaber 
©f causes.     Sp'>ntsneous  degradation  of  triaethylaaine  oxide and  ribo- 
mielen tide»   it.:  cold  «tore   Is  i um lb les storage   temperatures  should 
lis   lover, Bacterial   attack   prior   to  freest ng   can  give  rise to   such 
•ff-flavours  wtitc   are   earned   through  to   the   frozen  state:     sore 
rapid  oparati ona  yrior   t-.   fre«fing   -   and  adequate chilling   -  are 
taxtlestsd.     Attack by   bacterial   wisyae»  (f^nsed   urior   to   fretting) 
I» Stora  ceti  aia<>  t=r»-tu*--#   inrr a »ad  assoni acal   off-flavour:     agalli 
lewer OD M  «torni« tesserei urea »r«   imi lent «t.       AH  further control 

»iwserturea,   leeeMna:  prior  t«> e00klia? and the  uaa of the flavour 

additiva* referred to  sftsve a»y be a help,   particularly  If the Material 
Is  to b^ refrosawt after ©«mfclng,   t»Hor to aale« 

, 
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"Su^phydryl",   "lower fatty acid",  putrid flavours are also  the 

result of bacterial  attack prior to freezing,   (although some sulphide 

compounds can be natural contaminants   in  flesh):     control  is as  above. 

A number of quality defects of texture,  with "drip"   and   low yield, 

are readily  identified and controlled.     Toughness, with attendantwdrip" 

loss can be associated with a number of causes.    Low pi!  is commonly 

involved.    This can be associated witt    nutritional status  (related 

perhaps  to ground   and  season),  with   the  fishing method(  since,   for 

instance,   a  low degree of exercise  prior  to death   results   in high 

lactate  accumulation  in the muscle  post-mortem):     or  it  can be 

associated with  the  processing regime  prior to freezing. 

The solutions  of changing fishing  grounds or even methods  for 

catching may be  impracticable on economic  grounds.     If this   is  so, 

there are possibil it ies of raising pH  in  fillets by the use of 

polyphosphates.     Alternatively,   the crew can allow a maximum 

period of struggling as the  fish  comes  to  the deck alive;     some   lactate 

is  then translocated  and  some buffered  physiologically.     Or the crew 

ma*   even allow incipient spoilage to raise pH  if flavour  is not  a 

prime consideration. 

Another cause of toughness,  very   commonly occurring  in cold stored 

material,   is  protein aggregation reaction.    This  is  more readily 

recognized  if accompanied by poor surface gloss at cut  surfaces  and a 

characteristic  "grey"  appearance of  the   flesh,  together with high "drip" 

loss.     Lower   cold  storage  temperatures   and  possibly  the use   of 

polyphosphate  and/or brine dips  arc   indicated. 

A third cause of toughness and "drip"   loss  is  the effect  of high- 

temperature rigor.     This has b> en observed  in some  subtropical species, 

but very  little work i as to date been carried out  on tropical   species 

proper.     There  are   indications  that  effects,   such   as "honeycombing" 

in canned  tuna  for   instance,   may be  related  to  this   type  of  condition 

although bacterial  spoilage  is also  involved.    High-temperature 

rlgor  effects   take   two  forms.     When  the   flesh  is  attached   to   the 

skeleton,  toughening  is  accompanied by  gross "break up"   at  the filleting 

stage and  is  seen  at  thawing.    Control   is by chilling prior  to f reezing. 

If the condì tia.   has not  proceeded  too   far,   polyphosphate/br ine 

treatment of  fillets and   interleaving  with plastic  film prior to refreezing 

can help.    The other type of nigh-temperature rigor effect occurs  in 

fillets  removed  from the hone  ore-rigor.     In these, "drip" is  accompanied 

by gross shrinkage of the muscle but   little,   if any,  "break up". 

Soft, mushy   flesh can be  the result  of low acidity.     This, again, 
Is associated with  the nutritional  condition  of the fish  and  conditions 

of catching.     Control  is by  procedures  exactly the  reverse for those 
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used in the control  of pH-dependant  toughness.    Direct acidification 

of the muscle may be  possible in some types of frozen  .reparation 

such as fillets or minces.    As discussed  elsewhere,  a degree 
of cold   storage denaturation may be of advantage. 

"Short",  granular texture  in cooked  frozen products  results 
essentially from the  cooking of pre^rigor material.    As control 

procedures fish may  be  allowed  to enter rigor prior to  freezing: 

they may be "conditioned"  by higher temperature cold  storage to 

allow causative  reactions  to proceed  in  the  frozen state;     or  they 

may be thawed  slowly  and  cooked from the  thawed condition.     In  this 

case the causative  reactions proceed prior  to and during the  thermal 
arrest. 

Low yield  associated with"d rip"losses  can occur either as  the 

result of contraction effects of protein denaturation or excessively 
low pH and are controllable as above. 

There are a number of common quality  effects of appearance   in 

frozen fish.    These,   also,  are readily controlled.    The characteristic 

grey colour accompanying protein denaturation has been referred   to 

above.    Such fillets  are opaque,   they  lack  gloss,  but  have a smooth 

surface.     Pre-rigor frozen fillets also  tend  to be opaque but   the 

opacity  is associated  with  a light-scattering  effect  from a  surface 

of sandpaper-like consistency caused by  the  cut tini: oí   pre-rigo r 

fflonofibrida "end  on".     The eating  quality of  such material  can be 

excellent but,   should   the appearance present   an  insoluble marketing 

problem,  filleting can be delayed.    Alternatively,   if  the economics 

of the operation allow  it,   the fillet can be  reçut at  thawing.     This 

is a doubtful solution,  however,   as  It  would  be better  to  freeze 
the whole fish. 

Badly broken or  "gaping"  fillets meet   with considerable 

consumer resistance  in developed countries  and  the exporter  from 

a developing country  would  be well advised   to   take advantage of the 

earlier experience.     Of  the  established causes of raping,   rough 

handling when the fish  is  in rigor (for  instance,  by manipulation on 

deck or transference between catcher-and  freezer-vessels)   should  be 

avoided,  particularly   with   those  species  in  which very  strong pi|rnr is 

developed and  in which   the connective structures are weak.     Some 

advantages   ;an be derived  in the  fillet  freezing operation from  the 

use  of polyphosphate/brine dips and compression  in   interleaved  blocks 
prior to  freezing. 

High-temperature  rigor effects when the   muscle is attached   to  the 
skeleton produce very bad "break up"  in addition to  toughening and "drip" 
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loas.    Control  is by the methods  indicated above. 

Bending and knocking in the frozen conditions can partially 
shatter the  fish which may be unfilletable at thawing.     Uncontrolled, 
over-rapid freezing in  liquid  gasses can produce similar effects. 

Excessive delays  in freezing,   particularly of ungutted whole 
fish can lead  to "break up"  problems.    Currently,  these are 
imperfectly understood.     In some  species  they may represent some weak 
form of "high  temperature rigor"  effect, even at relatively  low 
temperatures,   on a weakened connective structure.    Very little  is 
known about   such effects   in tropical  species,   if they do  occur. 

Polyphosphate dips,  etc.,  as  above may help. 

Contracted  fillets  are of varying acceptability   in developed 
countries.     In some,  this condition is taken as a sign that  the 
fish were frozen fresh,   and welcomed.     In others the unfamiliar 
appearance  is  rejected.     In Britain,  for   instance,   the fillets would 
be regarded  as       shrunken and  distorted.     Such difficulty  is commonly 
associated with a ore-rigor cut  and contraction prior  to  freezing with 
the flesh unattached to  the skeleton,   in which case  pre-freezing 
operations should  be speeded up under chilled conditions,   avoiding rough 
handling.    Alternatively,   the  distortion can  result  from "thaw  rigor" 
in which ca,,e,  "conditioning"   in cold  store or slower  thawing 
are called for.     It  is debatable whether  analogo» "thaw-ri£or" "break up" 

effects are  encountered   in practice  in whole  fish thawir.g. 

In the  coitext of  secondary   processing and  refreezing,  the 
distortion of fish sticks can give  trouble from time   to  time. 
Invariably  such  sticks  are found   in practice  to be cut  from blocks 
frozen pre-rigor.    Control  is by the substitution of in/post-rigor 
frozen blocks or "conditioning"   the ore-ripor  frozen blocks  in store 

prior to  thawing. 

Various  discolouration  reactions can be encountered   in frozen 
fish.    Generalized or sub-dermal red/brown discolourations  in  the surface 
region can result  from c arbonyl-amino reactions or,   particularly if 
more pronounced at  the  surface, they may  result from haem pigment 
contamination possibly  associated  secondarily with carbonyl-amino 
reactions.     Control of carbonyl-amino reactions is  by  (a)   the 
manipulation of reactant concentrations by suitable   treatments  such ae 

autolysis control,   leaching,   prior  to  freezing,  (b)     the use of 
anti-oxidanta or sulphite as permitted by regulation,   (c)   the 
lowering of   store  temperatures  and   the  use of glazes  and  adequate 
packaging.     Haem pigment contamination is readily controllable,  as we 
have seen, by adequate  attention to bleeding  techniques  and chilling. 
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In the case of fillet freezing operati one, delaying filleting, until 

rl£0£ is well  advanced,also avoids  a common situation where blood 

pigments are expressed to the surface of the fillet during incipient 
rigor contraction. 

Discoloured belly flaps result from gut breakdown and are 
controllable by early evisceration. 

Discoloured, desiccated surfaces are frequently associated with 

"freezer burn": lower storage temperatures and the use of glazes or 
more suitable  packagings  is     indicated. 

Tuna processors are seriously  concerned with a  problem of "green 

tuna"  associated  with the chemical  modification of thehaem pigment. 

The  picture would appear to be still one of some confusion but  there are 

indications  that  the breakdown of  trimethylamine oxide  (see above) 

may be  implicated.     In practice,   processors  commonly test  small 
portions  of the  flesh before canning the main bulk. 

Por some  special  markets,   the discolouration of skin pigment 

may be a major factor  in saleability.    This  field   is currently under 

exploration particularly by Japanese workers  in the context of 

carotenoid  stability.     It may well  be of  increasing concern for 

industries  serving populations demanding  intact  <"ish. 

3.12    Transport  of frozen fish^'  ^'  ^ 

Economic  consideration in  the  transport  of frozen  fish are taken 

to be somewhat  outride  the scope of this paper.    Attention should 

perhaps be drawn nevertheless  to  the  presentation  of papers on economics 

of modern distribution of frozen  fish products,  the  transport of 

frozen fish,   and  the  economics of fish marketing at  the P.A.O. 

conference on the Freezing and  Irradiation of Pish  in Madrid,   1967,  by 

Hollinan, Foley and Crutchfield.     It  is  indicated  that  far more 

intensive economic  studies  should  be carried  out and national  and 

international   levels  into  the cost  and operations of freezer vessels 

for  instance and the influence  of sfa frozen fish on national  markets 

in the context  of transport costs.     Questions of the  economics of 

consumer pack production as against   industrial blocks  at  sea are raised, 

in the context  of processing and   transport costs at  sea  and ashore. 

Specifically  in relation to the current  situation in  a number of 

developing countries,   it   is interesting  to note that Ifoal   and Gousset 

point  out.  that  in W.  Africa the state of the  roads,   and   the dispersion 

of the retail outlets at  the present time,  preclude the extensive use 

of refrigerated trucks for the distribution of frozen produces.    They 
point out that  fundamental principles of refrigeration merchandising, i 
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as commonly understood, can be adopted only to the extent that allowance 

has to be made for the African consumer who buys fish only when he 

intends to eat it immediately. 

U.1 Background 

1*. DRYING. SALTING AND DEHYDRATION 

(3, 1*8,1*9) 

Primitive drying to preserve fish has been practiced for centuries 

and quite sophisticated attempts of dehydration involving patenting 

go back for plmoat a century,as Jason has pointed out in his excellent 

review.  The term "dehydration", as distinct from drying, has come into 

conventional use, as being restricted technically to any process of 

drying by contiolled arti ficai means.  Thus hard drying without salt to 

produce stock fish in the Scandinavian manner, would not be regarded 

in this sens; as dehydration, nor would the sun drying operations often 

seen in developing countries qualify. 

4,2 Physical considerations^ ' 

The physics of fish d rying has, in the past, been the subject of 

considerable research.  <7ork has been carried out on water migration 

within the material, its removal from the surface,mixing with the 

surrounding atmosphere - and, on the other hand, on the emmision of heat 

from source, its transfer to the surface, conduction within the material, 

providing latent heat for evaporation and partial enthalpy of dilute 

solutions.  Most work has been on basic theoretical aspects of fish 

drying, howev-r, carried out on Gadus calarlus and Clupea harengue 

which are biochemically quite different in many respects of muscle 

stability from fish of tropical waters. 

(3) 
li. 3 Natural dr.vlngwy 

Natural air drying is found throughout the world. The fish are 

gutted, split, possibly beheaded and often hung on a drying rack.  The 

drying rate in the initial stage depends aolely on the rate at which 

water evaporates from the surface and this depends upon the surface 

area exposed to such factors as temperature and the relative humidity 

and velocity of air flowing.  Obviously, these factors cannot readily 

be controllable. When the surface of the fi sh i a partially dried the 

drying rate slows down and is determined by the rece at which the 

moisture can reach the surface from the inner layers by diffusion. 

This, in turn, depends on such factors as the fat and moisture content 

of the flesh. Cole and Greenwood-Bartonw/ have described a range of 

simple arrangements for sun drying in the tropics. Pish may be 

set to dry in the open sun, sometimes on mats and sometimes on drying 

racks.  Often they are laid on the aand. These authors stress the 
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necessity to take full advantages of prevailing wind and the avoidance 

of sandy or marshy areas to avoid contaminating with dust on  the one 
hand and  the  effects of high relative humidity on the other. 

k.k    Dry salting 

DjTY1SaltÌng may fae regarded as a development of simple drying. 
Jarvis , has described methods of preparing dry salted fish  in 

warmer climates.    Where humidities are low,   the approach  is relatively 

simple.     In high humidity   areas,   artificial  heat  is  required  to  lower 

moisture content to  acceptable  levels.     In  the  latter case,  for instance, 

in W. Africa the fish may   be dried on /rills over open fires  - and hence 

it   is often broiled  in the  process.    There  has been some concern about 

this  form of drying  as a   possible contributor  to   the  high  incidence 

of primary carcinoma  of the liver commonly  occurring  in parts  of the 

tropical   world.     Nitrosamines can be formed  and  trie  flesh can be 

contaminated with palycyclic compounds  from open fires.     Presently, 

no  firm evidence on causal  relationships appears  to be available,  but 

this  is   a  field  that  obviously  the chemist   and  the   epidemiologist 

should  investii ate,   by comparison for instance,  with  a  current   interest 

in  the contamination of staple  tropical  foods, such  as  groundnuts,   with 
mycotoxjns. 

Developments of such dry in/: at the simple technological level 

commonly involve salting and smoking. Indeed the three approaches 
are often used   in combination. 

Dry  salting under tropical   conditions  reduces  the moisture content 

to  varying degrees from the ori; ir.al   7S  to  80 per cent  of water. 

A survey  of Singapore markets  for  instance measured water contents 

ranging from 36  to 65  per cent,  whereas  those from Aden  range  from 

33  to  39  per cent,   the  fish being  prepared   in the dry atmosphere of 

the Gulf  and  Red Sea  areas.     At   the higher  end  of  the moisture  range, 

S.   E.  Asian products   have  a   life  of only  a  few weeks  whereas  most 

of the dried  fi sis  sold  through Aden   is  marketed   in Ceylon and  E.  Africa 

three months or more after  processing;J' 

In such  types  of preservation,   the  main  preservative  action of 

salt   is   the  removal   of water by  osmosis  rather than the  suppressing 

of the  spoilage microflora.     Heavily  salted   material   is  difficult  to 

dry naturally   in the humid t ropics, however,   as  it  tends  to absorb 

moisture  from  the atmosphere.     Obviously,  a balance of  factors   is 

involved. 

Most  salt  used  lor curing  in the tropics is prepared by the 

direct evaporation of sea water, with occasional refinements. 
Cole^-5'  makes the observation  that fish salted in pure aodiu» chloride 
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tends to produces "flabby pale yellow" product without the characteristic 
flavour of salt  fish.    He notes that very small quantities of calcium 
and magnesium salts are invariably present  in commercial salt  and 
that  these whiten and  stiffen  the fish,   imparting a bitterness  that 
most  salt  fish  consumers  like.    At  the same time,   the author has seen 
a fish of very bad colour produced from material  cured with some crude 
commercial  solar salts.    The presence of copper and  iron salts  in 
trace amounts  is particularly condusive  to  a carbonyl-amino  reaction 
that,   in addition   to  precursing excessive quantities of brown pigment 
and  the production of off-flavours,  are also a potential hazard to 

nutritional quality. 

A hazard   in dry salting operations  is  the presence of a salt- 
adapted microflora  that causes "pinking"   in fish of too high a moisture 
content.     The bacterial count of salt can be reduced by long  term 
storage under tropical  conditions.    The microflora  is relatively 
inactive when  the fish  is held under concentrated brine or in ñ sh of 
very low moisture content.     Consequently,  where "pinking" difficulties 
arise,  a  salt  pickle  technique should be used together   with rapid 
drying,  possibly accompanied by hot smoking. 

Acceptability of  salt   fish  products  in some developing countries 
follows a  pattern quite different  from others.    Pish that  a European 
would consider of good quality  is  not necessarily  preferable  of 
those affected by the flavours of rancidity,   pink  or partial decomposition. 
It will  be seen therefore,   that  there are possibilities  of tailoring 
products,   with   the help of chemists  and bacteriologists,   to  market 
requirements.     The scientist  can also play a  major TB rt   in new product 
development along the lines.     For instance,   a new salted  fish  mince cake 
preparation currently under  investigation by M.I.T.   and  the new 
Fisheries  Institute  in Guaymas,   Mexico,   shows considerable promise, 
particularly for the utilisation of shark. 

The more  traditional  approach,   if it  is   to be carried out 
satisfactorily  involves immersion of the fish  in brine.     In practice 
in the tropics  this  situation  is best contrived by dry salting in 
layers  in  a vat or tub  so  that  the brine builds  up and covers  the fish. 
Tanks should be  shaded  to reduce   the temperature.     Prior to  salting, 
large fish,  especially tuna and mackerel,   should be bled at  sea 
(haem pigment  has undesirable effects  on oxidation and  curbonyl-amino 
reactions).     Although,   in  some  operations,   fermentation   may   actually be 
encouraged,  and  in others relatively poor material  - for instance,   that 

unsuitable for freezing-may be dry-salted,   it  is  undoubtedly best 
practice in most circumstances to nrocess fish as fresh as possible. 

m 
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At landing the fiah ahould be washed immediately in 10 per cent   brine, 
beheaded  (except when the market demands  the head'n  retention)   and 
then split  to  expose maximum surface for  salting.     Much of  the  backbone 
is removed except from the smallest  fish and   scoring cuta  are  made. 
Piah are  then soaked  in brine prior  to salting as described  above and 
dried,   commonly on  racks.     Ideally,   fish  should   rot  be  dried  on  -nata 
as  these  offer very  little protection from dust.    Additionally,   the 
Dermestid beetle  shelters  under such  mats  during the  heat  of  the day 
and emerges at  night,  «hen the  temperature falls,   to consume tne drying 
material.     It  is not my  intention to  introduce  into  this   paper a 
major consideration  of the  problems of insect  infestation of fish.     This 
can be controlled  in large part by attention particularly to   the 
avoidance of putrefraction prior to  nandling  in the case of the dry 
salting operation| but obviously,  the storage entomologist has a 
major contribution to play  in the preservation of dried produce 
in many tropical situations. 

Exposure  to direct  ¡sunlight  should be avoided with fat  and semi-fat 
species since  light  accelerates  lipid oxidation.     The  situation is 
aggravated by  the known catalyses of lipid  oxidation by high salt 
concentrations.     To  take account  of diurnal  variations  in humidity, 
Cole and Greenwood-Barton suggest  that fish be  taken under cover at 
night and subject  to pressure to  flatten the fish and equilibrate 
moisture contents. 

U.5    Dehydration 

A number of more sophisticated techniques of drying have been 
developed that dispense with requirements for salting where natural 
conditions of drying are  not quick enough  to avoid putrefraction 
(although the  simpler procedures can be used for overcoming the 
difficulties and uncertainties  caused by the weather  in aalt  fish 
drying).   Much of the earlier work on wind  tunnel  drying was developed 
in N.  America and Norway.     Por   instance,  Linton and Woodw  '   showed 
that  optimal air velocities over the fish   should be between 200-300ft. 
per minute.     Slower velocities decreaaed  the rate of drying while 
faster velocities  led  to   little  improvement  and merely added  to  the 
power costs.     Optimal   air  temperature v/as  considered  to be 2k C 
(27°C max.)  with, relative humidities of aO-55 per cent.     More recently, 
Jason at  the Torry Research Station, Aberdeen,  lias developed and 
patented a programmed  tunnel dryer together with a major British 

shipbuilding company. 

Cutting and his collaborators^9' have described approaches to 
the drying of minced fish.    This is a generally applicable approach, 
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obviously capable of extention to a variety of species.    The flesh 

is  pre-cooked,  removing some 20  to 2*0 per cent weight  as  liquor, 
spread on trays and  dried  in a  niant based  on the Torry mechanical  fish 

smoking kiln.     Air  ¡jpeed  is considerably  lower  tnan  in  the Canadian 

practice  referred   to  above  (10-I3ft.   ner second;   and temperatures 

were higher  (6W0°C)   at  the end  of  the > Deration   (having  at   the 

start  of drying  been  even  higher  at  3Q-tíh°C).     Wet  bulb   temperatures 

in the operation  wau trolled  at   above hO°C   initially   to  avoid 

proliferation  of  the  microflora.     It   is believed   that  h iffh  temperatura« 

may be more generally acceptable   lor tropical   species. 

U.6    Freege^irying  variants,  particularly AFP \ '_— 

Amon;-  tie   more  exciting developments   in dehydration  during  the 
last  20  years  have   been  those  of  the variants  of  freeze drying, 
particularly  accelerated  freeze drying   (AFD)   in   its  various  modifications. 
Heat   is   applied   to   frozen material   from both  sides,   the  escape of 
water vapour being  facilitated by   the use of,   for  instance,   expanded 
aluminium sheet  between  the  product  and heating  plate.     Under these 
conditions,   the  removal   of water vapour  from  the vacuum chamber 
rather tnan  the  fish  becomes  a  limiting factor at   the commencement 
of drying  (pressure  about  1   mm.   ll(%).     With    -harpes  of the order of 

a  ton of  fish   the   evacuation rate   is  about  tí6,UUÜ   litre:,   per  second. 
Heat  transfer   problems also arise   as  a  limiting  factor  in  the 
reduction  of  drying   times,   and  other modifications  to  plate surfaces 
have been advocated,   involving  physical  penetration of the flesh with 

heate     surfaces. 

Product   stability   problems  nave been encountered,   particularly 

carbonyl-arnino  and   lipid  oxidation  reactions.     Control   is by 
packaging in  Inert  atmospheres and  by manipulation of composition 

before  freezing  (see above). 

Other approaches,   along  the   lines  of dehydro free zing, in which 
the material   is   tart dried  and  then frozen, have been,   in  the  main, leas 
well  received;     and,   even  accelerated  freeze drying lias  severe 
limitations  ;.a  an   economic  process   for fish species  other  than those 
of high   innate value.     Cutting^ ''*   hat;  presented  a very critical 
view and   the   situation has not  changed  significantly. 

,(55,56,57) ¿|«7    Fish  orotein  concentrates   (F.P.C.) 
In  I9à6,   a   patent  wat,  filed   for a  method   of dehydration  involving 

heating  in oil   under   vacuum.     It   is  understood  that  this method 
has not been adopted commercially for fish,  but  it has certain 
points   in common with developments of considerable  interest currently 
aimed at the  economic production of fish protein concentrate.    Lovern 

(55) 
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example,   together with cm lt. Southern arrio« M„i Horotco.     Th|» 
tltuttloii  htt,  of eourtt.tetn rtcoKnl>td  hy  the Ai*** let  Ini 
considerable  activity  h..  bewi ñitectmá    in   Ulfí8ff co|mtr|,#   l()  „ lw 

part  of the fisheries  production to direct   lcH «1  lu«t„ u„ »8 p P C 

Lodern commented  that  none cf  thttt Merci:.«, had develo- ed heyoni  ¿ht 

nr  «LTT   Plant  Pr0<JUCtÍOn bUt   "'•'« "".' »~« further develop, 
since 1966,  for instance,   in Morocco. 

F.P.C,  can be defined  a8 a atable  f1Gh  prep» rat ion for huatn 
tontuaptlon,  with  the protein entent higher  tian that    -f the 
original   fl8h.    miu correlai  nsh  meai   itself f.M  potentialité a8 

• flBh  protein source  for Man,   it  is not,   in   the ord:n.ry «},   intendad 
for human consumption,  being prepared   to   lower standard8  (8PP belo«) 
Apart  from the microbial   hazard,  fish  meals  ar>   8Ut ,ect   to,   lor 
instance,   lipid  oxidation.     Such reactions  are  potential  hazards  to 
Man  insofar as feeding has  to be considered   in  the  long  term rather 
than for a few weeks or months as  In the  production of Pig or poultry 
meat.     Nevertheless,  Lovern reports another  interesting   facet  of 
the consumer-acceptability  picture  in  this  context.     In Peru,  the 
Indian population in  the Sierra apparently  appreciated  the  flavour 
of oxidised fat but  eventually  suffered   illness. 

The Protein Advisory Group of the United Nations Agencies has a 
close  interest  in the development of P.P.c.   programmes,  encouraging 
the development  and production of virtually  odourless  and  tasteless 
materials with very   low  lipid contents,   of the order of 0.73 per cent 
and below,   with  effective   removal  of "harmful"   solvent  residues. 

Other ap oro aches   to   the  P.P.C,   production  problem  are  fish 
protein hydrolysis  produced chemicall,    or   enz-mically  followed by 
concentration.    These,  of course,  have much  in common with  the 
traditional  S.E.  Asian   production of fish   sauces.     However,   the 
potentialities of such developments in  tropical  countries are beat 
considered under the  section  of this  paper   that covers  these 
fermentation procedures. 

In the extraction type of process  for the removal of lipid  and/or 
water, progress has been made  in the development of the  use of improved 
solvents but  it would  appear that  the scientist may be able  to make 
further contributions  to a process involving precooking and   nressing 
prior to drying.    No oxidation  problems  occur up to that  stage of 
processing if fresh raw materials are used;    but  when the press cake 
is dried further into meal, oxidation can set  in rapidly,  particularly 
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Aftothf-r   »wroMh   to  ih« rr«*l«»  or  oH4.no«  il  th.  «*;.loy»«nt  «f 

ru», «tit;   fi«»*- «f  »o« o*id«ti*-» pot«nti«l.     An o«t«t«i*tnr  •»«•»»• 
of tits   I»  ih«  product loo of MMU rro» tard IHM «•«•*«   »* •**•« 
t.  Atrien .«mm.     It »"Uld  «fpw  thot  .nolytlc.l  pro«tr«MM«  alo** 
,1  ih«   Identifie«»!« «f  fi.h   .p«c»««  «f ni*?   totìophtrol  o«nt«nt «M 
»«II tort>« of «apport.     Other «p .rooeh.«. t«  U»o   lncopi.o-r.Uon «f «ntt- 

oxld.nl«.«re  the *^     f *ood «a**«,  suitably  prop«-« «r  tre.iod 
«u».«quontly  to reomv. po.«lbl« eonioaliat Ion by e«relnof«fi and  ih« 
•ub.titution of  relatively  iMrt olii  such  •• «Mimt oll   for  Ih« 
oriental  «11.     This,  »f cours«.   U « ••Mont on «it typo of drying 

than referred   to above. 

Technically,   the solvent probi*» raw in. an  Uportant «dn.Wor.iid« 

in the development  of P.P.C.(V)   port UmU rip th.t of thoMgtu.t 
quality   (type A,   PAß).     Solvent, «ur.t  reoove both  lipid. «nd   th« other 
precursors of off-flavours «id odour..     Lower «icohol«  «ueh  «a  -ih.nol, 
«thanol   and  2-propanol  have been  «.ployed.     H-e^r.  methanol   I.  auch . 
poor fat   solvent  that   it   has been ,1 use ,nl*   for  the gradin, of 
cruder P.P.C,   (type  B,   PAß).     Questions of   rraidu.1   toxicity   ol.o 
«rise with solvents.    Two-stage processe»   involving .ucees, ive 
extractions  with  hexane   and ethanol   may  have  advantages «here   ,ol«.nt 

costs are a major consideration   in  the ectno-ic. of the  Vv^ 
2-Propanol-water système have proved  of considerable vaiue  for whit« 

flah meals.     Fatty   fiah  pre.en*   «.ore of a  probie. and  the use of 
.olvent mixtures   incorno raving non polar constituents  such  as hexane 
and ethal acetate   is preferred.     In  this  field  as,   in o*ny other* of 

fish preservation,   all   the  indications are  that  an  intelligent 
flexibility  of approach according  to  the  nature of the  r.. material 
is indicated  rather than the adoption of over-r^id patterns  of 
operation.     It would appear that  Ue  renoval  of  the  last  traces of 
flavour precursor,  is one of  the areaa that  requires part cular 
attention since the problem of «reveraion«   to fi.h-.e.l-ll*e flavour, 

has not been fully resolved. 



«*• eajor proti.« f.« in* the f*»od aoientint at*  technologist 
M UM f.l»,C»  fiel« |« «Uli  that of «íiteptabmty.    Undoubtedly,   there 
te • ft**«** riiiittMi   in »«vir  popuiitione  to  the acceptance of high 
«retain  faoda «• Maud»  «hit« nadara.     At.  •  tie« »her, t-ehnol«»it«te 
tat INI atant  i-rotetn field  are eeektng  to uleulat» fleeh-like 
tfXtur«,   It   »•*•••   lud 1er nie   tn »UM raa^acta condottai:   to disrupt 

M  I« currant  ».P.C.   approach««.     One  avenu« of r» ne«rci, and 
t   that   -••*»•  weil  »ortf<  pe-au in«   in   the present   »talus of food 

logy  «mid  ba  tha application  of aoa« of  ti.«  teehni juea  used 
%M tha  preparation of defatted  udourlees  riah  aaalr.  for ».P.C.   production 
to the proeeesln« *.f structurally   intact   rtUeti of fatt>  apaclea. 
lac ant ¿«aetopaente   In  flavour ehaaiatry could  undoubtedly be put 
I® food uat  in simulating flavours "tailor »ade*  to local   tastes. 

%**- ËÀÊk Milt ftf. Mi—A  feed,  «1C(>>%^*61) 

Hue h of tha background  to coaaerclal f iah meal  production ha« 
oomiidered   in  tha   preceding    »action.     Fish  meal  conaiata 
itiaity of  tha «round dried  carcaaee   >f fiah,   the body oila of 

fatty  ep#€*»s  bairtu   rtcottrtd  before drying   since oil     reduction  la a 
arltioal   economic  conalderaf U>n. iAls^,   «a »e h.wt  seen,  oil   on tent 
ftffMte drying  rates).     in tature content  «uat  be of tr.e order of 
10 par cant  maxieua since sou Id  «rowth can   be encountered  a few per 
•«at  «bo*«   thla.     However»   if  the eo la ture  content   is   reduced  below 
5 par cant,   the  aeal   «av  be ámmugmí dur in«  aanufttcture,   by   overheat i ng  - 
Another  facti-r   la  the  antl< x idant   properties  of  water;     there   ia  a 
balance of com. iderat hmt of oil   aril  water contenta.    Apart   from  the 
obvious  undeairabillty of oxidative rancidity development,   there are aleo 
«wry considérât le derigere of spontaneous coabuation   if precaution« «re 
not taken. 

Formerly auch of  tha fish aeal produced was uaed alaply as en 
HP fertilizer,  but aeala are now usually   Incorporated  into compound 
feed Inge tuf fa,  often for feedi?i«  to livestock   in  the developed 
countries.     In tha  past,   the  ime uf high  protein concentrates ai«ht 
«ell  have  been regarded   as       highly wasteful  when,   with some  relatively 
«inor   improvement   they  eould  have  been  LB ed   for direct  human feeding. 
However,   the  recent  spectacular  increases   in conversion rates  in 
for  instance,  "factory"   poultry-raisin« exercises shows  promise  for 
the uae of meals   in  the  production of highly desirable  sn   readily 
acceptable  fresh animal   flesh  protein   in some developing countries. 
In this context,   the questions of potential   Ion«  term  toxicity   in 
•eels  subject   tu  a  measure  of  rancidity,   or of contamination with 
polycycllc compound a derivln«  from the operation of direct  flame 
dryer», are  leas relevant  than those applying for  instance,  to the 
Ion« term feed in« of children. 
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In the common pattern of production,  raw material (whole fish 

or  the waste  from other fish  processing)   is chopped mechanically, 

and cooked and dried directly  when the material utilized   is of a non- 

fatty nature.     Frequen  .y  indirect  steam heating  is used,     buch 

operation   is  known as "dry reduction"  and   is often continuous. 

Usually,   however,    :n  tropical   industrial  fisheries  the  raw 

materials  are densly-schooling clupeid  species.    With   these,   the 

oil   is  pressed out  after cooKing,   the  fish being pretreated by a v.et 

reduction process  in which  live steam  is  tt:e heating agent  in direct 

con+act  with   the chopped  fish.     At  the  next   stare,  direct  dryers  are 

commonly  used,   the  material   being heated  by     arallel  flowing   flue 

gasses  and hot air from a  furnace.    Very high temperatures  are used 

and the drying time may be  as   little as  1 i> minutes. 

Simpler direct driers  are being replaced currently by air  lift 

systems  on the  larger scale   industrial level.     However,   I vould  judge 

that  there  is  an extensive demani  in many countries,   trat  are currently 

taking an  increasing  interest   in the development  of their  fishery 

resources  Tor  effective,   simple  and cheap  small   scale f:sh mea 

manufacture  units.     One „as   in mind  for  instance,   some  of the 

islands which have on the one  ha* a chronic  shortage of  l   rat-c  ass 

protein feedingstuffs  for  their developing  piE   industries   (with 

Lseauent drain on their currency  resources   to  i-port  ^ 

feedingstuffs from I,  America)  while at  the  same  time there 

•    growing  efforts  to exploit   the Caribbean fishery   in gener,*     oth by 

Lacerati, and  in  the  basing of  far  ranging^ ^^ 
80me  situions considerable  amounts  o     off.; ca     - ^  ^ 

*nr. ,,-r thp  latter s catones.     In recent ^eaio, 
processing of    h     ta«. „„, volue p8ther tha» on its 

increasingly been sold observatlon  tnat protein 
„rotein content  alone,     .hi.  tono rc.lcUon between 

„    ^m^ed during  iroceaslnr,   notably by  the   reaction 
can be damaged    anng  . c;.rb0„yl  compounds. 
th.       -amino  rescue of the pro ein J ln thl. 

The notation of t„Pera ure . £ . ^ ^^  ^ 

rMpect  and  *«.•»£« ^ mlnimlze tll. conceptions of 

„anipuiation of »£ ££ the reoovery of the ».tick water", 

reaoUve ^^^ne /olia content rises to „bout 50 per cent 
by evaporation until  the  solid res3calce for the 
„d  either   its direct  sale,  or admixture «it, , 

production of meal,   is   important. 
i   <~ =„hi pet to oxidative heating, 

A8 .enticed ^^^^X precipitate .«. to 
lf not  treated care u    y ^^ ^ ^^ M 

£2Z » -- I cool before eringi    and after 
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grinding,  8ack8 must be .t«*ed loosely fer a period of weeks before 
the meal cw be handled further safely. 

Obviously,   the production,   utilisation and  further development 
of fish meal  is very much an  interdisciplinary exercise  in which 

the engineer,  chemist, microbiologist and the nutritionist must «ork 
closely   together. 

In  the  nature of the  fish meal   operation  as   it  has  commonly 

developed,  yet  another discipline-  that of the odour chemist - has 

been  m considerable demand and  may well become  increasingly so 

I have referred briefly to the  reversion problem:     in  the Vicinity of 

meal  factories,   there  is very commonly a major air oolution problem. 

A number of approaches  to a solution have been made:     closed systems 

of meal   production,   a  variety  of  "scrubbing"  techniques  and  the 

admixture of effluent gases with  odour-maak inp agents   are being employed 

or contemplated.    The optimal  economic  solution may well  vary according 

to  local  conditions.     Probably  this   last problem  is  not  as  relevant 

to  the situation  in some newly developing fisheries  as   elsewhere. 

Obviously,  however,   if uncontrolled,   it could conflict,   for instance, 
with  the development    of new tourist   industry. 

5.     SMOKING^3'  61*  62) 

5.1  Background; factors  in curing 

Smoking is a method  of preservation effected by   the deposition of 

naturally produced chemicals  resulting from the pyrolysis of wood in 

combination with drying and  often  salting.    The salting aspect is of 

particular relevance to  the situation   in some developing countries 

where communication difficulties  limit  the direct utilisation of fresh 

fish by  the population.     Elsewhere  the  te.idency has been  towards 

lighter curing and this would have  to be taken into  consideration 

in the context  of any proposed development oí  export   industries. 

Another divergent pattern of smoking between developed  and 

underdeveloped  countries  is  that   the  latter tend more   towards the use 

of hot  smoking,  which  involves con.-iderably greater degrees of cooking 

than the methods of smoking commonly  practiced in Europe. 

5j2    Chemical and physical  considerations 

Although the present day methods  of smoking are   essentially not 

dissimilar from those  in operation centuries ago,   tit is  has been a field 

in which  chemists and physicists  have ir.^de major contributions  to 

economics of operation and questions  of   quality  control.     In the 

latter context,     there  is continuing  interest  in questions of 

minimizing potential hazards arising from the presence of polycyclic 
hydrocarbons  in some smokes. 
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Foster(6U)   in a physical analysis of the gaseous phase -(««J°801 

complex has shown by  reference to Simpson's chemical analysis 
that under a given set  of conditions,  concentration of the particle 
phase haa     a fixed relation of that of the  vapours, and that while  the 
chemical compositions of both ohasea are similar, particles contain 
a greater proportion of components of high molecular weight.     In other 
respects the early  concentration  of physical research on possibilities 
of  increasing  rates  of deposition  of  the  particulate phase on fish 

surfaces oroved  to  be unfruitful,  as   it was shown later that  the 
vapour phase was  the  effective agent   in  the  smoking operation. 
Consequently,   efforts devoted to the electro-static deposition 
of particles were of  relatively little value   in improving kippering 
technique.    This  abortive approach  stemmed  from a failure  to appreciate 
that fish is  essential   a wet biological material rather than a dry 
inert   block.    At  the danger of over be-labouring the point  it  seems 

opportune to  indicate   that  in smoking  as   in other processing 
operations the interdisciplinary approach  is a prime necessity. 

Sophisticated  equipment has been devised for the continuous 

monitoring of "smoke"  densities. 

The chemistry of smoke has been studied for «any years. 
Flowing compositional  studies on the alcohols, carbonyls and  low fatty 
acids(?5)     investigations extended to polyphenol and polycyclic  aromatio 
compounds.    This work has been of subsequent value in refinements 
of traditional  smoking   techniques^     using the principle of dipping 
in smoke solutions followed by drying.     Furthermore,  it has been 
relevant to the development of antioxidant studies of potential 

value to the preservation of fatty fish  in f.e dry and frozen 
conditions.    The  possible utiliBation of some of the compounds  for 
the suppression of  spoilage microfloras has also been uader 
consideration   in view of the known preservative actions  of smoke. 
While perhaps  such background work  is  of  relatively little applicat en 
To  the »edification of  some of the simpler,  primitive smoking technique, 

encountered  in many  tropical situations,   it has bee*  together 
with biological  and bacteriological  studies and the development  of 
:r^ t-ory. of considerable value  in  the  introduction  of ^^ 
techniques of considerable commercial  application    such as  the well 
r: Lry kiln,  now found thrcghout  the worldP>    Very Proahly, 

similar aporoaches could be made to the automation of some of the 
traditional hard-smoked, precooked fish products of the   Orient. 
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When fish is to be smoked in the  lightly salted and uncooked form 
most populations prefer a lightly coloured,  translucent flesh of good 
surface gloss.     In practice,   this  implies  the use of raw material  in 
reasonably good  biological condition.(i)  Where,   as is  increasingly 
the case  in a  number of countries,   the  product  is prepared  from 
thawed, sea-frozen fish,   this must be free fron-  the surface defects 
considered   in  the section   on freezing. 

5.^    Methods 

Space does  not permit more than passing reference to  the  various 
methods of preparing fish for smoking.     There are a number of excellent 
reviews on the  subject.    Neither do  I  propose to discuss  traditional 
smoking, A variety of kiln-types of varying degrees of complexity and 
arrangement  is available.     The Torry kilni^developed fit   the Torry 
Research Station  at Aberdeen,   is one of the more Guccesaful   mechanical 
kilns and  this   type  of design has made   increasing headway during  the 
past decade.     This  is   perhaps   the more  surprising apainst   a  background 
of a large number of unsuccessful commercial  efforts  ranging over 30 
years.    Cutting  comments  in his  excellent  review on smoking^1'   that 
the comparative  failure of many attempts   in the past had been because 
kilns were designed  either  by practical  fish smokers  without   the 
necessary grasp of engineering or by  engineers  without  an adequate 
appreciation of the conditions, demanded   in a satisfactory  smoking 
regime.     K would  appear that,  even now,   all   the parameters have 
not been established  and that much useful work could be carried  out 
to extend  the types of consideration   mentioned above to smoking 
operations     in    developing countries  attempting to  introduce an 
induatrialiS3d  fishery.    Such research should of course,   take account 
of local  tastes. 

Smoked fish can be frozen and  there  are possibilities fop the 
development of export  industries.    Requirements for cold storage are 
similar to those discussed with fresh fish. 

6.    CANKINQ(58'  66' 67) 

6.1 Background 

Canning preserves fish by killing    ' e microflora by heat treatment 
and the prevention of their invasion ox   che food subsequently. 
Additives may be used to complement  the preservative action  and  to 
increase acceptability through  the manipulation of appearance,   flavour 

and texture« 
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fr.2    Microbiologic»!, consideri 

Bacteriology U undoubtedly of paramount   l«portano. Mong th. 

science,   in such operations.     In practice, complete sterility   1. r.r.1». 

if ever,  attained so  that  the canning bacteriologist  tends  to 

consider "statistical  sterility"   in his contro! «Ä,     or even 

"comercial  sterility"  or "commercial   atshnity^6 Implying 
that food   is free of pathogens arxi that  it  .111   *eep for two years or 

ao under normal circumstances.     It  should be  emphasized   In the 
context of this  paper,  however,   that considerations of the maintenance 

„f canned  oroduce  in achetable  condition in  a  tropica,   env ronment 

are very different  fro«  those  in  many developed countries with  lower 
. «„.nini  times   (end  to  be much  lower and  there ambient temperatures.    Keeping times 

is far greater  tendency  for cans   to "bio."   or corrode. 

The general  principles covering  the differential heat  .tablilt, of 

microorganisms   lively  to present   a hazard   in  fish canning  are 

reasonably «eil  established.     Particular attention has    of course, 

been devoted   to Salmonella .Staphylococcus  and çlostriâiai .PP. 
Por safety,   It   is essential  to e arry  out processing at  a   temperature 

10» enough  to destroy  the  most  dangerous of  the pathogenic   spores, 

aaaUUmmsiam*'^  proliferates under cnditi.» "Í     °. 
 Ti ,„   „t   non-refrigerated   temperatures.     Time/temperature oxygenation  and at  non refrtge  e I v¡jlue¡¡„ 

regimes  equivalent   to U mine,   at   120 C a. e     nil 
(the equivalent  time  in minutes   to  treatments  at   ,21 C  or    * 1) 

« commonly  used   ir. calculations of  this nature.       n praice      ^r 

microorganisms  are  orten more  heat resistan,   than Ol^trid^ bo^.. 

But excessive  heat   treatment affects  the organoleptic  quali     e    of 

th. product  and a solution  that  frequently   is  sugrested     s  tha 

haling  likely  to contaminate   the oroduce  prior  to canning  .1th 

thermophilic  organisms be avoided.     Obviously,   thl-  I. more 

«fflcult  under the environmenta. eond.tlon.  pert.In ng    r,  .  , 

tropical deveioping   -ountrles  than c! «where.     U.efu.   Unes of 

„search,   that  could   profitably   he   extended   to   the deve       men 
canning  of unfamiliar species,   have  been prosecuted  oh   the  effector 

.Istlea  that control  osmotic   envi—  within «, e can as an .M 

to the suppres.ion of the microflora. 
.v,  .   »n eQ-ential prerequisite   in a  rational It  will  be seen that an essentia* i"'^ 

.(  „   i«  the „rocessin.-  of fish  of minimal count  and th» canning operation  is the processi. .„.„,. .nd 
* through   the  use  ol   splcea ana 

avoidance of contamination of  the P ck  thro it 
I er additives of poor bacteriologies,  quality.    Con...,u n rf« 

the fish   is  to be  canned   some   time  after  etching, 
the fish  la amelóles of chilling,   ae  indicated   in 
should be given to the Ptincii a conalderable distance 
the earlier  section.    Or,  if the f -hery 



f*on the point of catching,  adequate attention should be rivers 

to scientifically based chill ing/freea inn/thaw lnp technique. 

fii    ^y§l9il principle® and Quality con^dcrutlqna 

The  physical   principles determining  paaaa*•#•    f    « »t   into  the eau 

•»e well e stab li shed: They r frit, te to  external  tro laferenoe 

(such   as   the heat  capacity  and  movement  of   liqtiid  h'ufinw   tedia, 

especially  in the context  of flow along  the ca.   uh),   trii.naferenoe 

through   the wall  and convection and/or conduction  w.thin the can. 

Considerations of transference acerosa  the «all   • *n 1 y   .rise  practically 

with non metal "cans".     The heating regia«  of choice   depends   in >»art 

on the balance of quality factors,  which  vary   in turn with  specie« and 

on the  nature of the market.     Heat  ->enetrotion enn be  accelerateti  by 

a selection of suitable  canned geometry,   aa  for  instance,   the  slat 

cans favoured for sardine arid  briullng cunning.     Van den Br oe* *****' 

refer«   to  the    ossibilities of ari tu ting  the can during trocear, in»- as 

is used  for  vegetable  .•roducta.     Ho«eve.,   this   is  likely  to  prove 

disastrous  for del icstely  textured  species  which normally  rrqu're a 

considerable "firming up"   period subsequent   t • cooUn#- before  they 

can safely  be «h ip--ed  out  o*"  ti¡e factory. 

Ideally,  high   f emperature/s'.ur'   time   procedi i.,g   i»  advantageous   in 

minimi;-, in    dest ruct ion   of es-entiul   nutrients  durin*   canning  operai, ions. 

In canneti   í iaherj   nrodacts,   novever,  hewt   conduction   -robléis  «Ithin 

the can severely   limit   ;-osjib i i it les  for  the   «d> ;<* l>-n  for  BUOI. 

procedures.     Com"only,   steam  h»»«t ing; under  prestare   \ » aapíloyad,   although 

Other  posti ib i lit lea  such   as  dielectric  heating ar*    -f commercial 

interest   with some  packer ing  mat críala. 

Acceleration  of cooling  subsequent   to   retortiììf  io usually carried 

out by «intact with  jold   water-,    AS  «  number of  unforturiHte   incidents 

(particularly with canne«!  neat   -relicts)   haa   indicated,   <xtreme care 

•Mat be  taken  t<- ensure   ti.e  purity  of cooling   miter.     The vacuum 

«et  up   Within  the   can f req.¿ent 1>   draw»   »Mhll   quantities   of   the 

cool ini'   '.vatcr  into   the   pack»      If  !'< r   lnotanor,   the water  la  contaminated 

with  ««lmonelll,   the results  can be  unfortunate   for  the consumer. 

6.4    Operational and chemical  c ••agJdt-T^Ut,M 

Present-day canning  operations   m develoned  countries  are often 

of very   large acale  und   highly   -mt.mated.     Considerable* care   is   taken 

to avoid  spoilage.     In  so roe operations,   preprocessing  storage  is 

accompanied by salting  so that  the addition of salt  later in th« 

actual  canning procass   la eliminated. 
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r,.h i. .»-«ar ,«««*- •"« «torti««.   f««*in. «» »*. 
pi«. .Ith.r b.for. or .ft.r «.oUln« Into «.M.   TM- objoot »• *-<• 
„«,,. th. «t.r r.lM.»l fro. ih. fi «I. during oo«íul.tion of th. 

„rot.ln. - « to «ola . -u.h»,»c*.     l~.fr » thl. «t., '»"'»•• 
r,Pr...nt. pot.ntl.U, .«. «onu.1.  lo... .pproach« to It. u»oKl.n.. 

1„   lh. «Will.«  «e ."..»"'»»  •"«"  " «rbo*»»th»lcrliulo.. 

.M  pol«*»..*.«, h«, bo«. ^'.     »n   Incr—l»,   »no.,«l„, of  Ih. 

,,..ibllHl..  ..f   ..ntpuL.l-w ..fr-blnd.,* c.p.cily »f l-fln. 

may Mil b« »r »•!«••  '" lhl* c  •>1""'1' 

PTM00.10« «n b. erri*   o,l   »y   . wrl.ty  of  „roc......   »or 

in......   1"  th« Not-.«« brl.Mn» c.»-.*.  «ffbl. oil. h.«. b~> 
„o. .. ,,»t   .rw.fr ..ol..     in  .0-  op.r.11«.  .ucl.  ..  th.t 

Tf ..  Arr.cn ..r,.n. c.nn. r>  of  „,  .o,u.„,.nc..   It  h..  •-»••"* 

p .c..c.  «...   Pr-oo>,n«  in .,„  «.n ,-Wr  r...   to  »' °"  ^    "' 

prob!-,  in th. en.   ,f th. rr,.h .,11  ..,rl,   1.   ->t r.pU 1.^t 

Z .lt^.t...r  u^cono.l,  roto.     In .ox-h . H u., ,„„..   <"><   -   '«•»-• 

Mh«l..l>y   for 4r.ln.ln..     AUorn..!«!,.   .nfr.-r«.  h.ttht 

U.«l   ti-   fOOO    «ffrcl    .UM.   1.»    .0.-C1... 

A ,„>u..nou.  liter.«.« h,. d.«rlb- th. r».«.rch and 
_   »v »  ^.wflnnarnt   of  auitaül« elfi» .„>  _.    • •#*..•   »hi«   vr-art*   *-*n   til»* 1*!fH«P*r"1   "*   ** deveioï»*nt   fî't'ort   *»ver   ine  yj'» 4-«„„ #•»«« 

ZZ,  or  ,r.t«tU. «.»~  »r   --«/-^ fü 
„„tin, ...   t.,1. ,«.  .iv,  r..P   t.   ...c.  .w   .T<*—^        „,,,.„.„„ 

d„.iop.m,..- b.in. ""-'-"^ :;:::;" ;    he.,o 
i*«mi.m havr  wood  «U-ruund  ¡roper tie» beli* 
UOQU«r. I.««« „..«.„.tilit*.    Ip<»xtdr  iKPr. have 
»Ml.!-«»  and   of  lo.  ,rlc     . ^^  ^^ 

.UP good  all   round  properties ""f     ,^  ^   1(|cqucr8 for .o* 
...   __„  ,,r   value «a   adultivea   tu   i»v^w 

Mann B«  «ine  oxide «re <*«   V1UUC ,,             »     •t,,»' tuen ai  s**«-  v ..      "..rot ficta-tin 

p,rch"n" :L, , ;.. obj«t.. - ».o., .vie*.•... --" "p" und gone sao*«" iisn.     i-«» 
«ithin the can artí  d iaco lour.t Ion   ruction.. 
«limn  vc instance  the 

•   n«.noaed   to   cover other types  of  pack   ^lor 
xt, : r:,   -, ,,-^ o^ti«».« «..«» r»»- —* 
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•hloh  la Ihm closed  slid sealed.     It  la  thin heated  ("retorted"), 
Ma coo lad.    Some of the additive«  In uae have bean discussed  above 
Ma »any of these have  firmly established aclentiflc «a well as 
empirical bases  for use.    For   instance,  glutamates  are well   established 
flavour additives and   there are  furth« r possibilities of development 
»ith  the newer '>' rlboaononuc leotide additives.     Vegetable oils  are 
uaed  frequently,   so that  the  queutions  of oil   stability  and  flavour 
aria«; Tosato saucée are also  extensively  in use and  can present 
problems,   for  instance,  with discolouration   through browning reactions. 

Exhausting can be carried  out by a variety of processes, including 
the heating of the can contents  either before or after ¡ icking, 
filling the head  »pace with steam o r sealing under a mechanically 
applied vacuus. 

Processing  end  retorti.g ere  a critical  stage  in tin   canning 
•jMrstlon,   involving,   as we have  seen,   a del lente balance between the 
requirement  to   lower tí» bacterial   count  to   acceptable limits on  the 
une hand arid  tu« void   acceptability  problems  on  the other.     Sticking 
•lid  aeorching of   flesh  adjacent   t«    the walls,  undesirable off-flavours 
Maul tin**  from  carbony l-amino  reactions and  the breakdown 
ôf  trisethylasine  oxide  (together   with   associated  decolourations   1*» 
the  product   and   excessive  shrinkage     f  the musculature)   have  all   to 
be  avoided.     Batch system  of operation  have  considerable  advantages 
iß  ter««  of flexibility  at   this     oint  of  the  operation  although   in the 
large «cale production of standard  size packs,  continuous  systems  are 

Often sore economical. 

»etorta are of a variety of basic types, horizontal, vertical, 
static and rotating. During retorting, it is essential to avoid air 
pocketing  in the retort  if rapid  heating rates are to be obtained. 

Cooling subsequent  to  retorting   is a critical stage   in  the 
©©•ration.    As  well   as  the bacteriological  hazards referred  to  above, 
the procesaor must consider  the  avoidance of any aggravation of 
«Isteairable reactions  set   in train by   the   sterilization process. 

After cooling,   a  period  of  storage  prior  to  shipping   is   indicated 

for »any  species.    Not only   Is a   period  of "firming up"  a useful 
insurance against damage during transit :     also, flavour often improves 
very conaidersbly.     Indeed,  under some circumstances, material   that 
shoved  incipient   lipid oxidation prior to canning,  with attendant 
rancidity,  often  iranroves   in flavour considerably after a period of 

storage in the can; (è) 
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Obviously, the author is unable to cover the very wide range of 

considerations that  arise during the canning of individual  species. 

Reference has been made elsewhere to the discolouration problems of 

tuna resulting from the reactions of haem pigment.     In relation to 

other types  of product,some coverage has been given to carbonyl-amino 

reactions which can be very  troublesome  in some canned  produce. 

This   is a general  field  of operation   in which the scientific 

»troubleshooter«can be of very considerable value  to  the  industry. 

in addition  to the  types of reaction touched upon  above,  cnsiderable 

advances have been made for instance,   in such varied  canning problems 

as the control of struvite  formation in the can and  the ultra-rapid 

freezing of brisling direct  from the net when they are destined   for 

subsequent  canning.     The volumes  edited by  Borgstrom c  ntaln 

a considerable coverage of  the  individual  problems  of  the major 

species of commercial canning   interest and doubtlessly much of this 

knowledge can be extrapolated  to new species. 

7.     FISH     SAUSAGE^72,73) 

Pish sausage manufacture   is  a  large  scale  industry in Japan 

although it started as recently  as  1953.     It has been watched with 
keen interest  in other countries, and provides an excellent  illustration 

of the beneficial  effects of a  well   trained body of  fishery scientists 

and   fish  technologists working  closely with  a developing   industry.    As 

Amano  has  pointed out,   the  traditional «kamaboko«   industry  (manufacturing 

a unique   type of fish  prod..       resembling,   in  some  respects  meat   ^at) 

provided  an  excellent basis  for  the development,   which accelerated with 

an introduction of vlnylidene floor casings and  improved closures. 

Perhaps  the key to the accept ibi!ity  .roble» in Japan has been  the 

utilisation of chemical additives to suppress the  activity  of the micro- 
flora In  the    absence of any  significant  heat sterilisation, 

together with an understanding  of the factors controlling a resxlient 

factor  ("Ashi")   in  the  product  wich  is   particularly desirable 
OTO Japanese  consumer.     This   i, turn followed  work on  the  factors 

controlling the  stability of  the muscle  myosins  - work which was a so 

a major   importance  in connection with the development  of freezing and 

• t^hn40uPs(cf-   3°'31)     Much  work had  also been carried cold  storage techniques. "u 

*4~*  nf fM<ïh   ii-llies.   in   -he context  oi out   in Japan on the preparation oí fish   jtiiies, 

treatment with  salts,   Including  the polyphosphates. 

Starch,  animal  fat  and  apices are commonly mixed with fish  for 

sausage  production together with permissible coloux•   ^^•^nd 

preservatives.     It will be   interesting to  see^ho    this    ^^^ 
4« *  aprirai world  atmosphere of increasing iefc« progresses in a generai «ui t« 
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of the uae of many bacteriostats. 

In addition to   the is e of more common additives  and flavours,   it 

œay be of interest  to note  that  the Japanese fish  sausare industry 

was one of the  first  food  preservation operations   to  bring  into  use 

5'-ribomononuc leo tides  as  flavour  enhancers; ''       Keeping quality   is 

variable.     Conventionally  prepared  sausage  are  said   to  keep up  to 

aome  two weeks under  refrigeration but only  3 days   in  the  absence of 

preservatives  at  ro m  temperature.     Amano  comments   that with the  use 

of "legally   permitted  chemical   i reservatives"   fish sausage  can be 

distributed   at  normal   ambient   temperatures   in Japan  for consumption 

over a  period of  three  weeks.     Of the recent developments  in the 

»orld   field  of  fish preservation  in general,   this has  perhaps been the 

•oat striking,   in terms of the  intimate  involvement  of the muscle 

biochemist   and  the food  microbiologist. 

Ü.     FERMSNTED PRODUCTS^'   /¿4»^'7°) 

8,1 Background 

During discussions  in the earlier sections of thin paper,  reference 

has been made to  consumer preferences   in some developing countries for 

••rongly flavoured  products  rather than the bland   or sweetish character 

commonly  appreciated   in many  European countries,   Japan  and  North 

America.     Frequently,   strongly   flavoured   fisi! p IT. ducts  arc  used   as 

condiments, particularly when dry.     In S.   E.   A^ia,   a number of unique 

patterns  of  preservation have   level operi  that  produce  often  very 

strongly  flavoured   sauces    and  pastes.    These may well  have  potential 

for development   in other  tropical  countries  where  questions  of 

economics  may  limit  the adoption oí' the more expensive drying 

techniques  or refrigeration. 

Van Veen in his  excellent  reviews of  this   field  Comments that 

the tastes  and dietary habits  of the  rice   eater differ from  those 

of the American or European.     The diet   is  often monotonous  and 

dominated by rice so  that  fish  pastes and  fish  sauces with curries 

and Spanish  peppers  are much   in demand as  flavoroue     additives. 

He   indicates  also   that,   as   in  the case of almost   al!   other  types 

of processing that have been considered,   the queliti   of this class of 

fish  products   is   influenced  not  only by  the  method   of preservation 

and the kinds of microorganisms present but  also by such factors as 

the nutritional condition of the fish,   the activity  of the  enzymes 

of the tissues and impurities in salt. 
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A wide range of fish sauces is prepared throughout S. 1. Asia 

-    in      Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam for instance - and also in 

parts of China.    They are  less well known in Indonesia and practically 

unknown in India.    Some  progress  is being made  in  their development 

in W.  Africa.    They are produced particularly  in countries where 

sun drying presents difficulty.    Consequently,   they are potentially  of 

value  throughout  the humid  tropJes.    Essentially  they are a composite 

products of near-total   lysis by the tissue enzymes  and a highly  adapted 

microflora  in the presence of high concentrations  of salt* 

8.2 Preparative  methods 

Nuoc-Mam  is produced mainly in Vietnam and  adjacent countries. 
In its  simplest  form it   is  a clear brown liquid prepared by the 
maceration    of small  fish,which are salted,  placed  in earthenware 
pots,   tightly sealed and buried  in the ground.     Pots are then dup up 
after  a  period   of months   and   Die  supernatant   liquid   that   is  formed 
is decanted.    Commercially,   larger vats are used commonly with a ratio 
of 5  parts  of salt to    6    of fish. 

The length  of tirre  for fermentation varies cm siderably with 
the nature of the  fish   and   the salt concentration.     A year or  Î6 months 
is  not  unusual  for Mie   fermentation of  larger  fish.     Often,  additives 
of high carbohydrate  content   such  as  caramel,   roasted   rice or  corn, 
or mollases  are  added  later   in fermentât ion, orior  to  separation of  the 
solid  materials.     This   produces  an  improvement  of flavour and  colour. 
By  lowering  the  pH through   the production of lower fatty acids   it 
also   improves keeping  quality.    The main nutritional value of such 
products  lies  in  the c ntent  of lower peptides and amino acids 
produced from the lysine  of protein. 

8.3 Microbiology 

The microbiology of the fermentation has been studied to some 
extent  and   is of a  particular relevance since  the development of a 
suitable microflora  is  a basic  prerequisite for the production of 
Nuoo-Maa of desirable  flavour.    There appear    to be considerable 
possibilities  of developing  this   potentially useful field further, 
possibly  in combination with   the  study  of enzyme  additives.    For 
instance, fresh  proteolytic  pineapple  juice  is used   in some areas  and 
there   has    been some  success with the utilisation  of fungal enzymes. 

8.4 Flavour chemistry 

Some work has been reported n the flavour chemistry of fish 

sauces. The free amino acid composition is of course, of considerable 

relevance. The a romas appear to relate predominantly to the lower 
fatty acid composition, although it has been suggested that the lower 
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•WbonyU» are of the major significance.     In our laboratory currently, 
we have a programme of work on the basic flavour chaniatry of 

fiah sauces  in terma  of the differential  composition  of the flavour 

volatiles on  the one   hand  and  the nitrogenous  non-volatiles on  the 
other.    This  is aimed at  the  provision  of      ractlcable quality 

control standards for the development  of fish sauce production 

in 17. Africa although,   of course,   it   is also relevant to S.  E. Asian 
oractice. 

8.5 Variants 

Other types of fish  sauces are made throughout S.  E. Asia, 

"Patis"   is a product of the Philippines prepared  from the fermentation 
of a number of species of fish and shrimps.     Progress has been made 
in  increasing  speeds of fermentation by the use of suitable fungal 
enzymes and  undoubtedly work along these lines could be of 
considerable significance for the area in general. 

8.6 Fish pastes 

As with  the case of fermented fish sauces,  carbohydrate materials 
are often added to fish pastes  in their preparation.    Such pastes 
are usually used as condiments  for rice dishes.     The ground  fish  is 
commonly mixed with salt  in the ratio of three  to  one,  and matured 
in vats for consumption either  raw or cooked.     "Bagoong",  prepared 
from shimp  is   primarily  produced  by  the  lysing  action  of  the natural 
enzymes rather than the microflora.    While  some chemical  work has 
been carried  out  in relation to  nutritional   evaluation  in terms of 
the  crude nitrogenous  costituente and  inorganic   salts,   little 
information is available on the  flavour contributing compounds other 
than an early study on amino acids.     ' 

While  touching upon S.  E.   Asian practice,   reference  should be 
made perhaps  to  the traditional  hot brined  and  lighter salted products. 

Undoubtedly»  this general   area of S.  E.   Asian  fish products, 
particularly those prepared by fermentation  and possessing strong 
cheese-type flavours,   have cnsiderable potential  for use  in developing 
countries more  generally.     Equally there is   little doubt  that there 
are considerable possibilities  of improving  and   speeding production 
methods  through a scientific understanding of the basic requirements 
for quality products   in terms of the flavour chemistry,   the 
microbiology  and the biochemistry. 

8.7 Other fermented products 

Bacturially fermented herring and trout*     •'"'  are items of 

commerce in Scandinavia.    They are not fermented to the degree coaaon 
in 8.  E. Asia and retain structure. 
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Many consumera consider  that a degree of fermentation is 

anchovy pa< 

(80,81,82) 

desirable  in the more conventional anchovy packs.    ' 

9.        IRRADIATION'  

It  is  perhaps  symptomatic  of the inbalance  in fish technological 

work  in the developing  countries  that when we turn from the traditionally 

well-established and   effective  but  scientifically largely unexplored 

fermentation  products   of S.  E.   Asia to the  highly sophisticated  and 

controversial field   of   food  irradiation we  find very  much more 

activity.     It would,   of course, be  invidious  to refer to specific 

examples.     Undoubtedly,   the successful developments of unequivacally 

safe products capable of being handled without recourse  to refrigeration 

techniques  is a glittering prize calculated  to challenge the best of 

our young scientists. 

Hobbs  and Shewan^   '  have reviewed  the  current views on irradiation 

sterilisation as seen  from the European standpoint.     It has  long 

been recognized from  laboratory experiments  that fish and  fishery products 

in general  can often be  preserved by irradiation.    However,  sterilization 

is not yet  practicable because  of the undesirable organoleptic changes 

that occur.     Rather,   radiation pasteurization  is usually advocated,   at 

doses in  the range  of 0.3 to 0.5 M rad or  less.    While  a process would 

be economically feasible,  the do ¡bt preventing use  is  the possibility 

of  increased  health   huzards. 

With respect   to   the sterilJs ation c irterion in relation to the 

Clostridium botulinum problem,  doses of the order of h to 6 M rade  are 

required.     This oí   course,   is  unacceptable  organoleptically and some 

efforts have been made   to increase safe doses by the use of chemical 

additives.     On balance,   Hobbs  and Shewan  conclude from the data 

available on the destruction of Clostridium botulinum    toxins by 

irradiation,   (rather  than the organism)   complete inactivation of 

preformed  toxin in  foods, cannot be expected. 

Nevertheless,   success has been obtained  in some measure  in 

the reduction of food   infection microorganisms   in sea foods more generally, 

although "tailing off"   phenomena appear  to  present  a major problem. 

As we have seen,   in practice organoleptic considerations govern 

the choice of pasteurizing approaches.     These must of necessity be 

considered   in conjunction with  packaging,   particularly  that 

calculated  to  inhibit   oxidation as  in the  case of vacuum packaging. 

The greatest extent ion of shelf-life  is  obtained by  irradiation   tn_ 

vacuo at 0.3 M rad.     However as Shewan and Hobbs point out,  commercial 

utilisation of such  a  process  must  take   into  account use of good 
hygiene and low temperature  storage.    While  also cautious in their 
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approach.    American workers*81' present perhaps a more hopeful 

appreciation of the field attempting to discusa  the Clostridium botulinum 
Type E problem In perspective.    Obviously,   however,  considerations " 
for use in developing countries    must be  supported by bacteriological 
.««tag of the higheat  order,  and demand   the detailed assessment of 
the  incidence of occurrence of clostidla  on  individual  species on 
specific grounds.     It   is  „f  interest  to  note  that an experimental 
irradiation unit has been operating at sea on an American research 
vessel      It  appears  that as in the case of freezing at  sea,   the  rigor 
«.Miti« may be critica!  since pre-rigor fish were more suitable 
irradiation than post-rigor fish^05' 

Goresline^82)   has   summarized a recent  status of legislation 
cm irradiation foods.     A definitive statement on probabilities from a 
sister Agency at the working party would be  of considerable value 
to our diliberations. 

10. MARINADES     ETCt, 

Marinades are produced mainly  in Germany although found to  a 

lesser extent  elsewhere   in Europe.     Cold  marinades are made from 

herrings and  sprats by   treatment with  salt-vinegar brine,  often 

together with  special   sauces.     Cooked marinades  are subjected  to 

heating prior to packing   in jelly.     Fried  marinades are heated  in oil 
or fat prior  to immersion  in vinegar solutions. 

A considerable volume of microbiological   work(ö6>  has been 

carried out  on the  spoilage microfloras  that  develop,  more particularly 
in the context of  additives. 

Another group of semi-preserves,   that   is  pe-haps  of debatable 

significance  to the conditions applying in  tropical developing 

countries,  are the "tidbits"  and anchovies  produced in Scandinavia.(78> 
Salt,   sugar and splcet   are added. 

Maturation is mainly autolytic  in origin.     In many products of 

this type,  however,   a degree of microbial  proliferation is taken  to be 
involved  in the development of desirable flavours. 

A rather drastic  variant  on this  theme  for  the production of fish 
ensilage for animal  feeding by the ATV process. 

11. FISH    OILS^56) 

While it may possibly be less relevant  to the subject matter of 
the working party than some of the other  operations discussed 

in this paper,  the production of fish oils  le a major industry,  still 
contributing a significant proportion of the world oil  supplies.     The 
fish liver oils particuhrly were formerly the most  important  sources of 
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vitamins A and D.    Vitamin A can be manufactured synthetically, 
relatively cheaply but vitamin oil production should 8Ü 11 be of 
interest  in the developing countries where,  as Cole haá pointed out, 
that any manufacturing process using local resources reduced  the 
strain on foreign exchange.     It is kn: rm that some tropical  species 
poetess livers rich  in vitamins and  that  these represent a  little 
exploited resource of considerable potential  nutritional   significance 
that may well be worth developing.     Tunas and, particularly,   sharks 
of some specie3  have potential.    While  the body oils are commonly 
a by product of fish meal production,   liver oils are quite readily 
prepared by heat  treatment and separation. 

12.  CONCLUSION 

It will be seen that a very wide range of scientific disciplines 
contributes  to  the development of fish preservation technologies.    Pre- 
eminent among these have been the biochemists, bridging the gap between 
the physical and biological  sciences:     but  it  is  to be expected 
that  the biophysicist will play an increasing role  if only because 
frequently he has perhaps a readier appreciation of the engineer's 
problems.    The successful exploitation of the work with   Industry 
must also   involve close collaboration with the social scientists. 

The role of  the microbiologists  in the practical  control  of 
putrefractive deterioration of fish  species must  on balance be 
considered somewhat disappointing.     It  appears to   the author  that the 
great contribution of the microbiologist  in  the development  of the 
wide range of fish preservation technologies,  and   particularly as 
exemplified  in the recent eddeavours  towards an acceptable 
irradiation technology,   lies  in the  identification  of potential 
public health hazards  and their control.     It  oould be argued   therefore, 
on past experience that,  where limited bacteriological  service 
is available for research or control  purposes,   in developing countries, 
he should  concentrate on the potential  hazards to Man,  rather  than 
attempts at  the   identification of spoilage microorganisms  and  their 
complex changing  interrelationships  as  putrefaction progresses.    This 
is  not  to belittle the considerable volume of useful work   that has 
been carried ou',   in the field but  rather to   indicate a desirable 
order of priority  in the context  of useful,   practically relevant work. 
The possible exception to this  is   the urgent requirement  for work on fer- 

mentation,   (see below). 

Although there  is  still a place for the analytical  chemist, 
interested  in proximate analysis,   the specialist for instance, 
In sophisticated lipid chemistry is more likely to make a contribution 
to an improvement  in the technology of  fatty fish preservation.     Indeed 
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Ï2lT° 'J"1!! •d pr0t«lnoh«»^"> "-*• Play.d a major „art  in the 
«•velopment of freezing and cold storage. ' 

It  is  interesting to note that  flavour chemistry has no» 

progressed to a stag, »here It Is undoubtedly making ver, siEnlflcant 

12HZ t0  °0mnerCial   •'¡°« "P-atlons^    Perhapf he 

n      sah I"' rMPle ""  ln  the fleM at »^"«o- deterioration 
in fish muscle as  explained  by  the „uscle biochemistry  of » ly-olysU 
,nribom„nonucleo,ide delation.     Th¡0 has provided,   on the    n 

including fish =ausage;    and   ,„ u„ oth„ hand pecent im 

lr      .^ '   in0lUalng CMpletel* ""«"ed systems, provide the 
most satisfactory objective  indices  of „uallty  currently avallale for 
a number of species. 

This paper has not, in fact, duelled on the major contribution of 

particular, the chemist  and  microbiologist  to  nuallty control  operaûons. 
The prime necessity for the»,  in the devaient of export   industries 
in a new fishery   is  self-evident. 

Throurhout  the  paper,  areas of likely potential   in which   the 

scientist could  usefully ,ake a contribution have been indicated  together 
with  the  outline  of   .reservation  processes.     It   is  apparent  that  the 

Physicist can  often  ;iive  a   le,o   t,,   the  engineer  in his    .roblems  and 

that  the  engineer and  the biochemist  must  work  very closely   together, 
as  is  evidenced  by   the development   of  free;;lag at  sea. 

A useful   lession can be   taken here  for potential   extrapolation 
to   the   situation  as   it   may arise   in   the   newer  fisheries.     Initially 

the approaches   lay mainly   in the  hands  of the engineer concerned 

with his  refrigeration  technique,    ;n   the   one  hand;     and  on  the  other 

with  the chemist   í rather-  than  tie biochemist)   interested  essentially 

in the    ;roblems  of  time/temperature   tolerance  in store.     Both   these 

lines of work,   of course,  were  of considerable value  to  particularly 

the shore-based   industry.     But   it v/as found  that when  the operation 

went  to  sea,   at   the  commercial   level   rather  than the research   trawler 

vessel,   entirely different  conci :ti> rat Iona  arose.     For   instance,   fish 

was often stored  only for relatively short  periods,   little  longer than 

the fishinp expedition.     Consequently,   work on extended  storage 

"/as of little  relevance,     üore  to  the  point,  however,   the very high 

catching  rates   encountered  raised major  new nrobleras,   particularly  in 

relation to   the avoidance of  undesirable  ri^or effects and   the 

preparation of fillets  free from discolouration.    Crash programmes of 

applied biochemical/engineering work were mounted and  the  problems were 

resolved within a  few years,     -hese difficulties night well have been 
anticipated had  the vessel designers  and   the marine biologists, 
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calculating likely catching rates and crewing requirements, engaged 

in adequate  prior consultation with the freezing technologist  and 

the muscle biochemist. 

Among  the greater challenges  feeing the fish preservation 

scientist currently,   is  the rationalization of fermentation procedures. 

This paper has discussed briefly  current approaches of varying degrees 

of sophistication in S.   E.  Asia  and   elsewhere.     Space has  not 

permitted  a  discussion  of fish  silage  preparations  to   any  si .nificant 

extent   although  this   is   essentially  the approach   to the  -reparation 

of F.P.C,   from autolysates.     Notwithstanding  the comments  above on  the 

role of microbiologists   in more   traditional,  Wester,' preservation 

techniques,   there   is  a  strong possibility  that  he,   together with  the 

engineer,   the  etymologist,   the   nutritionist   and   flavour chemist 

could  revolutionise  rjroce:;s ing  methods,   quite  possibly  with 
repcvcu.;cions   in fish   observation   patterns   elsev.here   in   tne  tropical 

world  and  even in the developed  cou.:iries. 

In conclusion,   it   nag be   indicated   that   large numbers  of 

practically   relevant   problems   in  fisheries   technology  have been 

all  too  readily  a-.parent on  any   occasion that   I  hove had  privilege  of 

visiting  fishing communities   in developing countries.     This  being 

the case,   it   is  a matter -f concern  to  observe, from time  to   time, 

competent   scientists  hireC   for  fish  -reservation  work but   engaged 

inba-ic   -robl.ms  of  li'tle   relevance   to the   immediate   problems of 
the country.     There   is   a  gr,-at  need  for guidance  in the   identification 

of problems   and  of  priorities.     Squally there   is   an urgent   need for 

the adequate   integration  of  scientific   ,ork  in what must   of 

necessity be   intercise ini inary  ao roaches  if they  are   to be  effective. 

Finale,   the  question  of  training  scientists  for  this   tgpe  of work 

is worthy  of rather more  careful  attention  than  is  frequently  the 
case       Not   only  is  much of   ne   experience  gained  by visiting workers 

from develoning countries  to   tr.e  research  laboratories  of  the 

Northern fishing countries  irrelevant - much of  it can be  actively 

misleading. 
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